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Preface
“Any man who has once acclaimed violence as
his METHOD must inexorably choose falsehood as his PRINCIPLE.”
A.I. Solzhenitsyn
Nobel Lecture in Literature
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For example, how it happened to the Communistic Party of Ukraine that stopped
it activity by a decision f the District Administrative Court of Kiev on December
16, 2015 http://ukranews.com/news/397695-okruzhnoy-admynystratyvnyy-sudkyeva-zapretyl-deyatelnost-kpu (watched on 12/06/16).

Preface

European integration. Many people have a lot of positive associations related to it — aspiration for freedom, human rights, open borders,
progress and so on. If a country chooses a European way of development,
it is perceived as a society that does its best to improve people’s life, to
build an open and democratic society. However, sometimes social and
political transformations connected with this choice bring to negative results. Problems and violation of human rights are justiﬁed by
good goals and a better future that will happen in any case and make
people forget about the difficulties. Where can we ﬁnd in this rhetoric
a key to understanding of how long these negative consequences of
the “European choice” can last? Can we achieve freedom by limiting
it? Can we build a free society by suppressing dissenters with the help
of radical nationalists?
One of the brightest symbols of political and social changes in
modern Ukraine is a history of a neo-Nazi battalion, then regiment —
the Azov. The constituent assembly of National Corps took place on
October 14, 2016. Andrey Biletsky, a “white leader”, a deputy of the
Verkhovna Rada, was elected its leader. Since September 2014, he
has officially run the paramilitary Azov formation included in the
Ukrainian Ministry of Internal Affairs. The fact that a neo-Nazi party
appeared in Ukraine does not mean that this country has opinion
pluralism, as the government has all the possibilities to remove political oppositionists.1
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The mass media spoke a lot about the Azov and revealed its neo-Nazi
nature.2 However, this paramilitary organization underwent evolution,
though it was mentioned in Amnesty International reports many times
because it violated human rights and human freedoms and committed
military crimes.3 In 2014–2016, the Azov got more members, opened
the Civil Corps and developed into a real political party. Its leaders and
members are making a successful career in Ukrainian force structures.
The most recent example is Vadim Troyan, an ex-neo-Nazi activist and
Azov militant, who became a deputy of the Ukrainian minister of internal affairs on February 8, 2017.
Of course, the Azov is not the only example that shows how radical nationalistic elements come into Ukrainian state structures and
hold key positions. We do not mean only Oleg Lyashko, a deputy of the
Verkhovna Rada. For example, Andrey Paruby, a head of the Verkhovna
Rada, is a creator of the Social-National Party of Ukraine that is described in this book as a predecessor of the Azov. Of course, the Azov is
not the only voluntary battalion that “distinguished itself” during the
so-called anti-terroristic operation (ATO), especially at the beginning
of it in 2014. All such formations did the same in the area of military
action.4 However, the Azov phenomenon shows a certain direction of
the Ukrainian political evolution.
The breakup of the USSR was a big shock for all post-Soviet countries.
Independently of how we evaluate the changes, we cannot deny that
the power in a young independent Ukrainian state became oligarchic
and clannish, as in Russia, of course, also. Ukraine had a speciﬁc situation. One of the features of the Soviet heritage was that the public
project that united all Soviet citizens had been based on a political
idea: a certain understanding of the common good, tasks, possibility
of being included in the society on the ground of common goals. After
2
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/sep/10/azov-far-right-ﬁghters-ukraineneo-nazis (seen on 12/06/16); http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3195711/
Now-CHILDREN-taking-arms-Shocking-pictures-inside-Ukraine-s-neo-Nazimilitary-camp-recruits-young-six-learn-ﬁre-weapons-s-ceaseﬁre.html (seen on
12/06/16); http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/ukraine/11025137/
Ukraine-crisis-the-neo-Nazi-brigade-fighting-pro-Russian-separatists.html
(watched on 12/06/16) etc.
http://europe.newsweek.com/evidence-war-crimes-committed-ukrainian-nationalist-volunteers-grows-269604?rm=eu (watched on 02/08/17); https://amnesty.
org.ru/pdf/Ukraine-report_RUS.pdf etc.
Massovye narusheniya prav cheloveka v hode konﬂikta na Ukraine, 2013–2014:
Godovoy otchet IGCP/ Pod red. A.R. Dyukova. М, 2014.
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Malakhov V.S. Natsionalizm kak politicheskaya ideologiya. М, 2014. С. 135.
http://vesti-ukr.com/strana/230425-ukrainizatsija (watched on 20.03.2017 г.).
Manchuk A. Ukraina: Anatomiya katastrofy. М, 2017. С 328-329.

Preface

the Soviet basis disappeared, it was necessary to formulate a new one.
The official circles and elite of Ukraine were unable to offer a serious
program of development of an independent state. It brought to political
populism that developed during post-Soviet period in Ukraine. That is
why a series of political and public organizations appeared that based
their rhetoric on anti-communism and nationalism. Many of these
organizations went a long way and after a violent turnover of February
2014 managed to join the state authorities.The Azov’s ascension was not
only a result of neo-Nazi participation in military action in the Eastern
Ukraine, but also of an active political activity, popularity and prestige
among the electorate, coercive suppression of the opposition, entering
municipal councils and the Verkhovna Rada. Unfortunately, Ukraine
after the Euromaidan did not have anti-Nazi immunity: cooperation
with the ultra-right became a norm of socio-political life. Ukraine had
certainly an alternative. Viktor Malakhov who works in the Institute of
Philosophy, Russian Academy of Sciences, wrote a book that was published not long before the Ukrainian confrontation in 2014. He gives an
example of how in case political activity limits its discourse with an
ethnic component and kindling of international discord, it can result
in destructive conﬂicts. He means Moldova, Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina. He describes Ukraine as a positive example and says that
if the People’s Movement of Ukraine or other ethnic nationalistic movements came to power, the policy of social exclusion on the language
basis would become stricter, and who knows if Donbass and Left-bank
Ukraine would stay loyal to Kiev?5 Unfortunately, exactly this scenario
came to life after the Euromaidan victory. In the recent three years, we
have seen that the Ukrainian Parliament directly discriminates the
Russian language in its legislative initiatives up to the sanctions for use
of Russian.6 However, problems started not in February 2014, but much
earlier. Even Viktor Yanukovich, a seemingly pro-Russian president,
could not help dropping a curtsey to nationalistic movements who
offered to the society ready people who were guilty of the current and
past problems. Nowadays many people, even the western mass media
and human rights activists who supported the Euromaidan are afraid
of the scale of repressive measures used by the Ukrainian government.7
There were undoubtedly people among those who participated in
the Euromaidan at the end of 2013, who wanted the country to develop
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democratic values, freedom and human rights. However, they did not
understand what exactly they had to do to reach it. This and other
circumstances turned a constructive desire to an exclusion from the
society all dissenters and domination of a radical movement that offered radical measures. For several years, the Ukrainian government has
been justifying these measures by an emergency and war. For example,
there is a law called “On the legal regime during the state of war”8
that abolishes some points from the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the European Social Charter in the ATO area
that results in crimes committed by the military forces of Ukraine and
paramilitary formations (including the Azov) that stay unpunished.
Nationalistic elements that committed crimes before the Euromaidan
and during it and ATO merges steadily with Ukrainian state and force
structures. Though Ukraine says that it supports the idea of “European
integration”, it complies less and less with the European democratic
standards.
Timothy David Snyder, an American historian, professor of Yale
University, has recently published a list of 20 recommendations that
in his opinion can help any country to avoid degradation starting from
democracy and ﬁnishing with authoritarianism and totalitarianism.
There is one that is quite urgent for Ukraine. “Watch out for the paramilitaries. When the men with guns who have always claimed to be
against the system start wearing uniforms and marching around with
torches and pictures of a Leader, the end is nigh. When the pro-Leader
paramilitary and the official police and military intermingle, the game
is over.”9
The story of the Azov is a good illustration of it.
Maksim Vilkov,
IGCP coordinator
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http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/389-19 (watched on 30.03.2017 г.).
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The phenomenon of neo-Nazism in the post-Soviet Ukraine has
very deep roots. March 28, 1988 Spadshchina (that means heritage in
Ukrainian), an underground organization of the Ukrainian youth, was
created. Later it participated in mass street protest including the torchlight processions that the western far-rights like so much (in January
1991 its column that consisted of 300 people with torches marched in
Lvov)10. “The symbol of Heritage included (and includes) modiﬁed swastika”, says Anton Shehovtsov, a Ukrainian researcher of the right radicalism, editor of a book series called Issledovaniya krayne pravyh (Research
of Ultra-right) (ibidem-Verlag, Germany)11.
Members of this organization that positioned itself as national-cultural
participated in street conﬂicts and got prepared for an armed ﬁght. As
Andrey Paruby, chief commandant and ex-leader of Spadshchina, said in
his interview in February 2014, “When I was 17 [1987-1988], I together with
Spadshchina believed, that we will have to ﬁght for Ukraine in a military way. I studied the passages in mountains and gorges”12. Spadshchina
web-site says the same: “The members of Spadshchina got prepared for a
possible conﬂict with the Soviet power… They understood that they could
not openly resist the armed forces of the USSR, so their purpose was a
preparation for a possible partisan war and the forms of ﬁght typical of it13.
The web-site also says that “in October 1991 Spadshchina initiated
among other organizations the creation of Social-National Party of Ukraine
and closely cooperated with it”14.The All-Ukrainian Union Svoboda,which
was turned into SNPU in 2003, describes it in another way and closer to
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the truth. Its member says, “Almost all members of Spadshchina, the
organization of the Ukrainian youth, joined SNPU”15. Paruby became one
of the leaders, authorized to work with the youth. The new party also included the so-called “Varta” (guard) of The People’s Movement of Ukraine.
Yaroslav Andrushkiv, its leader says, “Warta existed since 1988 until 1991
and consisted of approximately 5 000 people. Most of them took part in
the war in Afghanistan. Others were trained in martial arts. However,
the focus was not on the physical strength and skills, but on the same
technique that was later used in Chechnya during the ﬁrst coup, when
Dudaev was a leader and also in Transdniestria.The weapon from the army
warehouses was given to the population”16. It was one more paramilitary
ultra-organization, which “has a clear ideology — Ukrainian nationalism”
(9)17, as Eduard Andrutschenko, a researcher of the right radicalism,writes.
“SPNU used a runic symbol “wolf-hook” (Germ. Wolfsangel) as its
symbol”, Shehovtsev writes. Despite its long history, the “wolf-hook”
is notorious for being used as a symbol of several SS-divisions in the
Nazi Germany”18. The “wolﬁsh hook” was used as an emblem of Jungen
Front, the youth organization of the People’s Socialist Movement of
Germany, that was prohibited in 1982 because of the activity against
the constitutional system of the country including usage of the symbols
that copied with a few modiﬁcations the symbols of the Third Reich.
The Greek neo-Nazi Golden Dawn that initially used swastika in the
same way made the Wolfsangel its emblem19.
Nestor Pronyuk20, who initiated the acceptance of the Wolfsangel as
a symbol of SNPU and was responsible for agitation and propaganda,
15
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showed directly the similarity of its ideology with the European ultraright at the ﬁfth Party Convention. “It’s typical that modern European
nationalism demonstrates the main features of social nationalism and
can actually be called social nationalism”21. “Nationalism is a purely
European phenomenon, it was generated by Aryan attitude”, said Paruby
in May 1999. He was one of the members of SNPU delegation that visited
Paris, where “the Ukrainian Patriot” was accepted to the youth department created by Jean-Marie Le Pen, the leader of the National Front
(that united the right parties of Europe)22. In 2000 SNPU Oriyentiry
journal published an article by Levko Martynyuk, a member of the
leadership of the youth department, called Magiya Znaka (the Magic of
Sign) illustrated by a set of symbols where one symbol developed from
another and the Wolfsangel “grows” from a slightly modiﬁed swastika23.
As Ruslan Zelik, a member of SNPU since 1990, wrote the following in 2008 in a propaganda edition published in the University of
Political education, where he was the chef, attached to VO Svoboda (in
2012 Zelik became a deputy of the Verkhovna Rada from this party):
SNPU program, accepted at the party constituent assembly in October
13, 1991 “was the main party document. After reading it people came to
us and became members of the party”. According to him, the program
was radical “as an explosion of a nuclear bomb in the center of Lvov”.
When he read it himself in 1991, it gave him “the shivers”24. The SocialNationalists’ program contained anticommunist (p.13: “SNPU is an irreconcilable enemy of the communist ideology and political parties and
movements that popularize and implement it) and openly racists ideas.
According to p. 10 of the party program, “unlike the Ukrainians,
whose psychology and traditions have been created for thousands of
years… most of the so called Russians were just yesterday Ugro-Finnic
tribes, peoples of Ural and Siberia, nomads of Mongoloid origin”25. In
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1995, some points were deleted from the program, but, as Zelik said,
“we did not change the ﬁrst program, it was just a tactical move for a
registration authority because it was a problem to get an official status
with the program of 1991”. According to Zelik, “after the registration
SNPU used the ﬁrst variant” of its party program26.
“As the party has always understood the nation as a blood-spiritual
community, SNPU admitted the people only if they belonged to the
Ukrainian nation”, Zelik writes27. The ﬁlm 20 Years of Loyalty. 20 Years of
Fight made by VO Svoboda in 2011 says the same thing, “The party did
not admit non-Ukrainians”28.
“SNPU was a very well structured authoritarian system with a strict
vertical subordination”, Zelik says. “Up to 1995 the party admitted only
young men (not older than 40 years old). The real age of most of the
members was 18–25 years”29. It was a typical Fuhrer organization that
logically leads to a creation of paramilitary structures. “In 1993 the party
created the so-called “protective public detachments” that became the
power wing of the political organization”, Eduard Andrutschenko, one
more researcher of the Ukrainian right radicalism, says. “Their typical
sign was a black uniform. On September 22–24, 1993, they participated in
a mass protest action near Verkhovna Rada in Kiev and had a clash with
the police”30. “On September 21, 1993 … “public detachments” appeared
near the walls of Verkhovna Rada, all dressed in black”, as was written
in the book Politicheskie partii Ukrainy (Political Parties of Ukraine)31.
The name and the black uniform of the structure openly remind of
the Schutzstaffel, SS, NSDAP. However, the functions were more similar
to storm troopers, Zelik says. “SNPU… formed paramilitary detachments
for street ﬁghts”. “I took part in those events and I can say that the only
26
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difference between the troopers and the police was the absence of the
special clothing (shields, helmets)”32. VO Svoboda explains the last point
in its anniversary ﬁlm that tells us about the training of social-nationalists. “Lvov citadel, that was used as Austrian and Polish quarters before,
became SNPU military camp at the beginning of the 1990-s. 500 people
were trained daily,” Andrey Mitschenko [a famous activist of SNPU, later
Svoboda], says. “Trainers were spetsnaz members.”33
It is more likely that the ﬁghts near Verkhovna Rada were a “nonspecialized” use of those hundreds of ﬁghters that were trained by the
special services in Lvov. Their main task was street terror against the
activists of the left and Russian national-cultural organizations. Late
September 1993, Igor Kotsuba, one of SNPU leaders, said during the
rally near the Verkhovna Rada in Kiev, “I have been dreaming of The St.
Bartholomew’s Day massacre for the Russians in Lvov. However, I understand that we are not strong enough for it yet”. Together with other
Ukrainian right radicals social nationalists participated in captures
(according to their terminology they “took them under their protection
from Moscow” to give to “Ukrainian” churches) of the churches that
belonged to Moscow patriarchy. “In 1992 SNPU took under its protection the Holy Trinity Cathedral in Lutsk, the Dormition Cathedral in
Vladimir-Volynsky, and dozens of other orthodox churches in villages
and cities”, VO Svoboda’s ﬁlm shows. “In Volhynia and Galicia we fought
for Ukrainian churches”, Anatoly Vitiv, a leader of Volhynian organization VO Svoboda, who joined SNPU in 1991, said. “We did not see a difference between Kiev patriarchy and the Greek Catholic Church. For us
the most important thing was that it was not Russian”34.
“It is also necessary to mention such a party structure as Patriot of
Ukraine that was created and registered [soon after SNPU was registered in October 16, 1995] as a society that helped the Ukrainian armed
forces and the Navy”, Zelik writes. “In its prime Patriot of Ukraine
had 3 000 members — organized and disciplined young men of the
call-up age. It was the biggest organization of this type in Ukraine”35.
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Andrey Paruby from Spadshchina who was mentioned before became
a head of Patriot of Ukraine. Ukrainian political scientists also said
that in 1990s SNPU wanted to have in the “force structures patriots,
elite of the nation”36. Ukrainian enforcers continued their cooperation
with neo-Nazis. The special services used neo-Nazis for their goals, but
social-nationalists wanted to spread their inﬂuence on the youth of the
call-up age and to become more inﬂuential because of the number of
members and people with experience of military service. In December
1999, SNPU published Put voyna (Way of a Fighter), a brochure with farewell quotes of Stepan Bandera, Friedrich Nietzsche and the neopagan
Book of Veles (and a picture of a ﬁghter with a Wolfsangel on the shield
on the cover). The brochure was intended for the members of Patriot
of Ukraine, the circulation was 1000 copies. One of the quotes from
the Book of Veles said that “blood is saint… our blood says, that we are
sons of Rus”37.
Patriot of Ukraine did not only spread propaganda, but also started a
campaign of street terror against the left. On November 7, 1997, several
hundreds of its members led by Paruby attacked and bet unmercifully
the members of the Communist Party of Ukraine who organized an
action devoted to an anniversary of the October Revolution near the
monument of Ivan Franko in the center of Lvov.
Criminal proceedings under Section 206 Part 2 (malignant hooliganism) of the Ukrainian Criminal Code were instituted against the head of
SNPU youth department and some of its most distinguished brothersin-arms. However, Paruby was not arrested and was elected a deputy to
Rada of Lvov oblast in 2002. On December 12, 1999, after a convention
of Patriot of Ukraine Paruby organized a torchlight procession in Lvov,
in which 1 500 of his ﬁghters participated. On November 7, 2000, at the
rally in the center of the city he said, “If the Verkhovna Rada had at
least 10 nationalists, no one there would have spoken Russian for a long
time”38. That time (1999–2000s), Patriot of Ukraine had most members,
Andryushchenko says39.
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The articles published by SNPU in its printed sources — Sotsialnatsionalist newspaper and Oriyentiry journal - give a clear picture
of its ideology. In the editorial published in November 1999 Oriyentiry
expresses hope that “Ukrainian nation will abandon ideological traps
of communism and demoliberalism… and will come back to life-giving
sources that brought to life a great Aryan civilization”40. On 19 November
1995, at the official presentation of SNPU in the Maria Zankovetska
Theatre Party members said, “Because of a degradation of whole nations… we are almost the last hope of the white race”41.
SNPU propaganda was based on racism. In the same issue of
Oriyentiry published in 1999 Andrey Potseluyko, party theorist, wrote,
“Real nation is a big family, a community of people connected by
blood. One race, one blood, one ancestry”. Then he said, “Not all the
Europeans are really white people. Yes, the population of southern
provinces of some European countries consists of European “coloured”
who are genetically different from, for example, Arabs and Caucasians.
Yes, Russians are in fact a type of the “coloured” Turanian ethnoses”42.
After reading these declarations, you can understand Paruby’s statement “One of the National Front activists told me that France and
Ukraine are very similar. Not only by a square and a number of population, but also by geopolitical location. France stops Asian hordes in
the Western Europe and Ukraine in the East”. “Barbers can temporally
win, destroy many things, but they can not destroy the European
soul, the soul of the white race!” the leader of Patriot of Ukraine says
passionately43.
“No one doubt racial, mental and spiritual closeness of Ukrainians to
other European nations”, Paruby wrote in Oriyentiry published in May
2000 (he was also a chief editor of this ideological edition of the party).
“However, it is also obvious that there is a racial, mental and spiri-
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tual confrontation between Ukraine and Russia”44. “Internationalist
Marxism and cosmopolitan liberalism are alien to the Ukrainian nation,
the nation that is the basis of the white race”, Levko Martynyuk, one of
the leaders of Patriot of Ukraine, said to the party newspaper Sotsialnatsionalist on October 19, 1997. “It is not a nation that was artiﬁcially
created from the rabble of different ethnicities (like Americans) and
that accidentally appeared as a result of interbreeding of the Asians
and Europeans (as Moscow)”45.
Antisemitism was also promoted. “The USA are big and very proud.
Is an American their ruler”? No, he is not”, Valentin Moroz wrote in
Sotsial-natsionalist in 1997, who later took ﬂoor at SNPU46 conventions
and was highly respected by its leaders47. “An American has a car and
a house. They are provided to him and are not taken away to prevent a
rebel. However, Zionism rules”48.
SNPU ideologists used the party journal to call for a genocide of “racially defective”. “When a white man met someone like him, chaos was
something that can be conquered, mastered and regulated”, Potseluyko
wrote in 2000. “However, if he meets human beings who are different
from him in a qualitative sense, it is necessary to change the game
rules. Here the war is not a competition, it is a confrontation of alien,
heterogeneous worlds, and there can be only one result — one of them
will not exist anymore. In other words, here chaos is something that
is necessary to eliminate”49.
As the researchers of Ukrainian right radicalism say, “SNPU was the
ﬁrst more or less signiﬁcant party that started to recruit Nazi-skinheads
and football hooligans”50. The party started to use the representatives
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of a new radical subculture because of the activity of Alexander («Oles»)
Vahny. In 1995–1998, he was a head of its Kiev department and from the
ﬁrst year, he had recruited skinheads. In 1998, Vahny was arrested for attacking the office of the Committee of Electors in Kiev. Most of recruited
skinheads left the party including Demyan (Dmitry Volkov), one of the
soloists of Sokir Perun, a neo-Nazi band. In 2002, he organized an attack
of the right fans of Dinamo (Kiev) at the synagogue that was situated
in Brodsky Street in Kiev. Later Vahny complained that SNPU leader
Yaroslav Andrushkiv did not pay enough attention to this racist street
young people in Kiev, Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk and the Crimea whose
goal was to ﬁght not only “Moskals”, but also “interracial elements”
from Caucasus, Africa and Asia51. Nowadays Vahny who was called “a
leader of Kiev skinheads” by journalists (his interviews show that there
was a reason for it), work as a deputy assistant in the Verkhovna Rada
(from the radical party of Oleg Lyashko) for Igor Mosiychuk, who was a
member of social-national assembly of Andrey Biletsky and a PR deputy
of the commander of the Azov battalion”52.
In the autumn of 2001 SNPU was actively involved in the organization of mass actions in support of the future “orange” president of the
country. That time Viktor Yushchenko was a prime minister who tried
to keep his position and organized a street campaign. In the end of
March Paruby took a ﬂoor in Sambora (Lvov oblast) at the ceremony of
creation of SNPU block with the Republican Party of Ukraine (RPU) at
the regional level. “All their speeches had the same line”, SNPU party
journal wrote about the speeches of Paruby and Svatoslav Uhach, leader
of RPU Sambora department. “They wanted to call for an integration of
all national patriotic political parties and to make Viktor Yushchenko,
ex-prime minister, their leader53.
At the beginning of April, 2001 Poltavskaya SNPU organized a procession under the slogan “For great Ukraine! For Viktor Yushchenko”54. On
April 8, SNPU together with other nationalistic parties organized rallies
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in Lvov55, Kovel (Volhynian region)56 and Khmelnytskiy (Khmelnytskiy
region)57. At the same time, SNPU in Odessa also organized an action to
support Yushchenko58. As SNPU’s journal said, on April 19 “around 5 000
supporters of Viktor Yushchenko gathered near the Verkhovna Rada
(Kiev department of SNPU was the most active one)”. At the rally Oleg
Tyagnibok, a leader of Kiev department and deputy of the Verkhovna
Rada, in his speech “asked all the national-patriotic forces to join together and to protect the Ukrainian prime-minister”59.
On May 6, SNPU and other nationalistic parties organized a rally in
Lvov under the slogan “For Ukraine! For unity! For Yushchenko! Say no
to communistic-oligarchic coup”. Paruby participated in it60. On April 23,
social-nationalists held a mass-meeting to support Yushchenko in the
center of Vladymir-Volynsky (Volhynian region)61. SNPU departments’
leaders published in Oriyentiry reports of the actions, appeals like
“Social-National Party asks the Ukrainians to join the actions… to support Viktor Yushchenko”62, and Paruby’s article SNPU for Yushchenko63.
“Yushchenko… deliberately cooperated with us”, Tyagnibok explained in 2004. He also admitted that “at the beginning of 1990s the
ﬁrst democrats showed us as so-called Nazi-fascists - guys in black shirts
with an iron look, as my nowadays colleagues, memebrs of the fraction
Our Ukraine, said 10 years ago.”64 The pro-Western part of Ukrainian
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elite used national radicals as a street mass to hold the power. However,
before the president election in November 2004 they sent a clear signal
that if social nationalists want to join Yushchenko’s party Our Ukraine
bloc, they have to “smooth” their public image.
On February 14, at the 9th SNPU convention the party was renamed
in the All-Ukrainian Union Svoboda, the symbolism was changed, ideological aims wee softened, Patriot of Ukraine disbanded. In January
2005, Paruby and his ﬁve colleagues who were also leaders of the party
left Svoboda and promised to create a new “right party with a national orientation”65. People's Union Ukrainians! was soon created, then
Paruby joined the president’s Our Ukraine—People's Self-Defense Bloc.
It is important that he did not abandon his ideas. In 2008 at the Internet
conference for one popular Ukrainian web site he said, “I was one of
the founders of SNPU, I have not changed my political position since
then as well as my ideological basis”66.
In future Paruby was used by the Establishment. On February 27,
2014, immediately after the victory of the Euromaidan, whose combat formations (“self-defence”) were led by Paruby, he was appointed a
head of the National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine, where
he worked until August 7, 2014. In October 2014, he was elected to the
Verkhovna Rada as a member of the People's Front party led by Arseniy
Yatsenyuk, a prime minister. In its pre-election list, he took fourth place
that was very prestigious and became the ﬁrst Rada’s president deputy.
On April 14, Paruby was elected a head of the Ukrainian parliament.
Patriot of Ukraine brand left by the leader of VO Svoboda was not set
aside. This organization was given a new life by new people in Kharkov
who followed Vahny’s recommendations regarding the ideology and
practice of the organization.
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“I represent Patriot of Ukraine. This organization was created in
2004”, Andrey Biletsky, a leader of the restored organization, said in an
interview in 2010. “A small force right group in Kharkov met, contacted
the social-national party of Ukraine. The party was under reformation
inside the Svoboda Party.Therefore, Patriot of Ukraine was created based
on this Kharkov party mainstream and this force group. Later when we
left Svoboda for some reasons and went our own way, we became a 100
percent all-sufficient social-national organization”67.
The Social-National Assembly’s official edition, created by Biletsky
in 2008, says the following about the past of its leader, “Since 2002 a
leader of Kharkov troop of the organization Trizub im. S. Bandery… In
2003 actively cooperated with Kharkov SNPU cell and supported a resistance against SNPU liberalization and its turn into VO Svoboda. After
Patriot of Ukraine, the Association of Support for the Armed Forces and
Navy of Ukraine, was dismissed, Andrey Biletsky created a new Patriot
of Ukraine that was independent of any party structures. He has been
her permanent leader since then. The ﬁrst members of the organization were young ﬁghters of Kharkov SNPU, UNA-UNSO and Trisuba cells
who saw the decay of nationalistic structures of the 20th century and
the necessity to create a new effective nationalistic force at the end of
the 21st century”68.
In his speech about recruiting the people to this organization
Vyacheslav Likhachyov said, “During the election [to the Verkhovna
Rada on March 26, 2006] Andrey Biletsky was “a director deputy for
national-patriotic education” in Kharkov IAPM (Interregional Academy
of Personnel Management) that shows nonrandomness and systemacy
of his cooperation with the most active anti-Semitic party in the history of independent Ukraine”69. Interregional Academy of Personnel
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Management (IAPM) became famous in 2000s by publishing huge circulations of a lot of literature that called for pogroms. People who used
Ukrainian political Internet forums spoke about the same episode in
the biography of the future “White leader” at the end of October 2014.
“Biletsky was a manager of a household in Kharkov IAPM department
and formed a chain of associates in all the spheres starting from the
researchers and ﬁnishing by turretless far-right nationalists in different Ukrainian cities”70.
The quoted Internet user described Biletsky’s office in Kharkov department of the academy, “It was a small building at Kharkov tractor
plant, there was nothing to manage there, Biletsky’s office was just a
small closet”71. He also explains why this academy was so valuable for
recruiting people, “Late 2000s IAPM was a center of nationalism. It
attracted people with far-right ideas starting from its administration.
They organized different conferences and held lectures. It united mostly
those who left SNPU after Tyagnybok was elected the head of the party
and it was renamed in Svoboda”72. Besides, students were also valuable.
It is not a coincidence that Artem Levchenko, a journalist, described the
participants of the march of the “Patriot of Ukraine” that took place on
April 14, 2006, as “students”.
Levchenko also described a short prehistory of the organization
activity before this moment in his article published on April 17, 2006 in
the Vecherny Kharkov newspaper. “The regional Patriot of Ukraine appeared for the ﬁrst tine in Kharkov at the end of last year, immediately
before the pre-election campaign [to the Verkhovna Rada], when the
members of this so-called “independent association of an order type”
supported the ultra nationalistic party Svobada. In December [2005] to
celebrate another anniversary of hunger of the 1930s patriots burned
red ﬂags and place wreathes made of barbed wire to the monument of
Lenin at Svoboda square. In February [2006] Kharkov city soviet members picketed because they wanted to put to the agenda the question
of making Russian a regional language. In March, they organized an
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action to the memory of UPA ﬁghters, guarded by Oleg Tyagnibok, a
famous people’s deputy, during his visit to Kharkov, and fought the
police trying to prevent the representatives of the local authorities
to bring ﬂowers to the monument of Taras Shevchenko. The topic of
immigrants was also paid attention to. They picketed regional FRRO
and the main regional office of education and science demanding to
strengthen the control of the foreigners and to bring their presence
in Ukraine to minimum”73.
The ﬁrst independent action of Patriot of Ukraine was march
“Ukraine against occupation” held on April 14, 2006, aimed at uniting
all young people who had nationalistic views.
“People were different — from skinhead teenagers in camouﬂaged
loose overalls on thin shoulders to hairy members of unofficial organizations in clamped leather coats”, Levchenko described the participants
attracted by an announcement of an action. Members of the organization together with Belitsky looked different. “He appeared when it was
necessary — at the last moment, ﬁve minutes before the column of
marchers started to move. He was at the head of its avant-garde — thirty
or forty brave guys who looked like athletes in the equal khaki uniform…
and army wide trousers tucked into heavy quarters.”74
The slogans for the march in the center of Kharkov on April 14, 2006,
were “Immigrants, go home! “One race! One nation! One motherland!
This is Ukraine” and “Ukraine for Ukrainians!” According to journalists,
it gathered around 100 members. According to the far-right who also
mentioned skinheads and football fans it gathered around 200 people75.
In future, such processions were held annually on April 14 — on the day
of Koliyivshchyna, Cossack rebel of 1768, when mass massacre of Poles
and Jews took place. The next march took place on June 3, 2006. This
time the enemy was indicated quite clearly — Buddhist pagoda the
construction of which had been started by a famous Vietnamese society
in Vstrecha park in Frunzensky district. “This time the action attracted
not only patriotic youth, but also local citizens who had radical views
and who on practice knew neighborliness of narrow-eyed citizens of
Kharkov”, the far-right said. “After communicating with each other,
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despite the recommendations of the police not to do it, members of the
Patriot brought to naught all the undertakings of the constructors.”76
Next year there were more attacks at Vietnamese. “On March 18
[2007] in Kharkov the ultra-right youth movement “Patriot of Ukraine”
organized a torchlight procession round the dormitory in the university camp. The slogans were “One race! One nation! One motherland —
Ukraine!” and “The best dormitory to Ukrainian students”. The procession was sanctioned and went under observation of the police without
disorderly conduct,” Vyacheslav Lihachev, an expert of the Association
of Jewish Organizations and Communities (VAAD), said in the chronicle
of xenophobia manifestations in Ukraine in the ﬁrst half of 2007. “As
the director of the Kharkov Human Rights Protection Group (KHRPG)
Yevgeny Zaharov said, the action was aimed at intimidation of foreign
students. It was already the third action like that and before the members beat students with non-Slav look. As the human rights activist
said, no criminal proceedings were instituted as the suffered (who only
anonymously agreed to speak about it) were afraid to put in an application to the police”.According to another report in the chronicle, this fear
could be explained by the fact that Biletsky cooperated with enforcers.
“On May 1 [2007] Patriot of Ukraine attacked agricultural greenhouses
near Kharkov, where Vietnamese worked. Nationalists caught and held
eight migrants by force and then brought them to Kharkov and gave
to the police”.
The organization actively expanded beyond Kharkov region.The ﬁrst
regional department was officially created on November 18, 2006 in Kiev
and showed itself by organizing “March against illegal immigrants”
on April 14, 2007. “A column marched across the whole center of the
capital for the ﬁrst time. People chanted the slogans “One race!” The
march was sanctioned by the authorities, the demonstrators said. It
was organized by a public organization Patriot of Ukraine, the Internet
edition Segodnya said. Around 100 activists participated in it. They wore
khaki uniform and carried yellow ﬂags with blue tridents. The slogan
was “One race! One nation! One home! This is Ukraine!”77 After the
march for which the capital ultra-rights were mobilized were similar
to what happened in Kharkov. “On the same day a few violent incidents
76
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happened in Ukrainian capital… At Borshchagovka a few young men
attacked a teenager, a son of a Ukrainian woman and an African man.
They wounded him with cold steel several times. The injured was sent
to hospital in a bad condition”78.
However, Kharkov remained the main ﬁeld for the organization,
where it started to attack Vietnamese more aggressively at the beginning of 2010s, when the number of the members signiﬁcantly increased.
On October 24, 2010, Patriot of Ukraine organized a torchlight procession
in the evening in Kharkov. “Patriots” in khaki uniforms with lighted
torches attracted a lot of attention of the citizens”, the witnesses said.
“Open ﬂags, lighted torches, a column of 200–300 young people march
along Moscow avenue, then along akademika Pavlova street, then along
Saltovskoye highway”79. You can see a banner in the pictures, carried by
the participants of the procession. It showed haidamaks with exposed
sabers and a quote from Taras Shevchenko’s poem of the same name In
the Same Time Haidamaks Consecrated Their Knives.
“Kharkov nationalists started a campaign against Vietnamese”, local journalists said in spring 2011. “Radical nationalists burst into dormitories, where foreigners live, shout extremist slogans, march along
the streets and stick leaﬂets on the pillars that call for a boycott for
Vietnamese”80.
On April 17, 2011, Patriot of Ukraine and right football fans organized a
procession in the center of Kharkov. Up to 1000 people participated in it,
as the organizers said.The slogans were beside the familiar ones “White
Power”, “Immigrants, go home”, “White man — great Ukraine!”81
On May 19, 2011, members of Patriot of Ukraine led by Oleg
Odnorozhenko conducted a raid in a dormitory of Kharkov Polytechnic
University, where they searched for illegals. Gazeta.ua said, “Some of
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them [nationalists] wore a military uniform and covered their faces”82.
“Activists of a radical Patriot of Ukraine are throwing out the Vietnamese
from the dormitory. The foreigners are told to stay in front of the wall,
humiliated, demanded to show the documents”, Obyektiv media group
described a video of the raid made by the right radicals83.
Then it was another big university’s turn. “On May 25 [2011] Vitaly
Ganchev, police major and UGIRFO employee (Administration of
Citizenship, Immigration and Registration of Individuals) together
with a dozen members of Patriot of Ukraine came to a clockhouse of
Ukrtechprogress to check this university,” said Sergey Udovichenko,
a journalist of Svoboda’s newspaper Svoboda Slobozhanshchina and a
representative of affiliated together with Patriot of Ukraine the movement Immigration Stop!, who came together with the right radicals. As
he said, “guys in a khaki uniform frightened the security so much, that
they closed the entrance, called additional security, a lawyer, PatrolGuard service, “Berkut”, State Protection Service and also some local
police”. On the same day in the afternoon the members of Patriot of
Ukraine again arrived to the university building trying to enter it and
search for illegals.84
“On Friday [May 28, 2011] they marched along the city streets under
observation of the police. Around one hundred young men in khaki uniform went from the Metallist Stadium to Moscow police department”,
Obyektiv said. “In Saltovka [a big housing estate in the north-east of
Kharkov] anti-Vietnamese posters are stuck to houses and columns.
“Patriots” call for a boycott for Vietnamese: no purchases from them,
no renting, no communication. They say that Vietnamese sell drugs in
Kharkov, capture plants and beat Ukrainian kids”85.
The right radicals also started terror against the left. “In Kharkov
Patriot of Ukraine started a street war with pro-Russian, communist,
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leftist organizations, and they disappeared,” Odnorozhenko boasted.
“We started from attacking their mass-meetings and breaking up their
conventions”86.
Aleksey Kornev, head of the Nation Hope organization, beaten together with several other people by the right radicals on June 3, 2009,
near the eternal ﬂame in the center of Kharkov, said, “I was attacked
by skinheads in a normal sport uniform. O. Odnorozhenko was the ﬁrst.
He knocked me off my feet, and while I was trying to stand up, other
people started to beat me with their feet… They even hammered my
glasses in my face. I fainted. They broke me a nose and two ribs. I also
have a cleavage of two teeth, a brain concussion and hematomas on
the whole body. Now I am on sick leave. A few days before the attack
I gave a speech for one of Kharkov TV channels and spoke about the
threat of neo-Nazism in Ukraine. I also commented on neo-Nazism in
Kharkov and the activity of Patriot of Ukraine in TCN news at channel
1+1. I think it was a reason why I was attacked”87. A criminal proceeding
was instituted against Odnorozhenko, but while the “orange” stayed
in power, he was free. In December 2013, he was arrested and sent to
remand prison (SIZO)88.
“Biletsky’s organization has been systemically, for years cultivating
violence as a legal method of political activity”, Lihachev says89. As he
wanted to make his organization more inﬂuential, Biletsky held a constituent assembly on November 8, 2008, in Kiev, where a new political
party was created — the Social-National Assembly (SNA). It was based
on Patriot of Ukraine and some ideologically related groups and copied
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its symbolism and ideology. So Kharkov right radicals managed to create
a new affiliate in Odessa on the basis of the local neo-Nazi Glory and
Honor group. In summer 2008, they organized a march in honor of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army. Glory and Honor was led by Maxim Chaika,
a skinhead and a right football fan. His Jewish classmate mentioned
his aggressive antisemitism90.
“SNA reached the pinnacle of its power in spring 2011. Only in
Kharkov it had 600 militants and several thousand sympathizers”,
Sergey Kolesnik, an antifascist journal, said in Kharkov. “The organization covers the whole Ukraine. SNA had its cells in Lugansk, Donetsk,
Zaporozhye, Yalta, Simferopol, Nikolayev, Odessa, Sumy, Konotop, Kiev,
Vasilkov, Belaya Tserkov, Zhitomir, Khmelnitsky, Rovno, Chernovtsy,
Ternopol, Ivano-Frankovsk, Galich, Lvov, Vladimir-Volynsk, and
Novovolynsk.”91 Lihachev agrees with Kolesnik who thinks that the
Social-National Assembly is the top of the neo-Nazism evolution in
Ukraine. In March 2014 Lichachev wrote in Kiev Jewish Hadashot newspaper, “From 2006 t0 2011 this group was the most serious neo-Nazi
organization in the country.”92
Patriot of Ukraine had a good ideology that was based on racism
much more than the ideology of its predecessor. Her authors were
Biletsky and Oleg Odnorozhenko who was close to him. Odnorozhenko
had close relations with Kharkov SNPU in 200193, and Lihachev called
him “ideologist of the modern Ukrainian racism” in 2014.94
“As the program of Patriot of Ukraine published on the official website of the organization said, the organization “stands for a monoracial,
mononational society”, the Kharkov Human Rights Protection Group
said on September 5, 2008. “Biletsky directly says, that “Ukrainian racial social-nationalism is an ideology of Patriot of Ukraine (it was also
a name of his article published [in 2007 in Kharkov] in Ukrainian Social
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Nationalism, a collection of ideological works and program documents)”.
O. Odnorozhenko, an ideologist of the organization, says frankly in the
material Social-Nationalistic Movement And Its Main Tasks, “All foreign
ethnic racial groups will be limited and controlled, and later deported to
their ancestral lands. We, Ukrainian social nationalists, see the so-called
“human races” as separate biological species, only White European Man
can be considerate biologically rational being95. In 2014, Lihachev continued the quote from this article by Odnorozhenko, “We, Ukrainian
social nationalists… consider our direct responsibility to exclude any
interracial (interspeciﬁc) contacts that bring to interracial (interspeciﬁc) blending and to the extinction of a White Man in the end”. One
more quote said, “The Ukrainian social nationalism builds its ideology
on maximalism, national racial egoism, love to its own things, intolerance to hostile tings and activism that can function as an iron ram
for extermination of the foreign force that wants to interfere with the
Ukrainian Nation and White Race”96.
Biletsky said the following about the fundamental principles of its
organization in the article We are Social Nationalists published on SNA
web site, “Racial identity. Our nationalism is nothing, it is like castles in
the air if it is not based on blood foundation, race foundation.Traditional
nationalism (post-war, by Postone) puts a cart in front of a horse. It
says that nation is a language, cultural or territorial economical phenomenon. Of course, we know the signiﬁcance of moral and cultural
linguistic factors as far as territorial patriotism. However, according to
our deep conviction, they are all just derivatives of our Race, our Racial
nature… So if we want to treat our National body, we need to start with
a Racial puriﬁcation of the Nation… Besides purity, it is necessary to
pay attention to the full value of the Race. Ukrainians is a part (one of
the biggest and the most qualitative one) of a European White Race,
the creator of a great civilization, the highest human achievements.
The historical mission of our Nation in this critical century is to lead
White People of the whole world to the last crusade for its existence,
the crusade against subhumanity led by Semites.” Biletsky said, that
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“the goal of the current generation is to create the Third Empire — Great
Ukraine”97. A new Third Reich…
“People who create SNA… are quite young. They represent street
militant youth movements. Fight, hierarchy, discipline are normal for
us”, Biletsky said in 2010. “We are going to bring our values to politics,
and it will make us a unique political party. Besides, we plan to be the
only political party that not only ﬁghts politically, but is also active
in the street, has its own force resources and a clear world view.”98
Regarding the “clear world view”, it is worth mentioning April 25, 2013,
when Patriot of Ukraine organized a march to celebrate an anniversary
of SS Galician division creation in Ivano-Frankovsk99.
On October 14, 2007, a column of Patriot of Ukraine participated in a
march in honor of UPA in Kiev. It became one of the main components of
its right radical column and demonstrated to the public neo-Nazi symbolism on the uniform — images of “Black Sun” and a little bit modiﬁed
“Imperial Eagles” (Der Reichsadler) similar to stripes on the uniform of
Wehrmacht soldiers, but holding in the claws eight pointed swastika,
and not a four pointed one. “Patriots” were carrying ﬂags and shields
with stylized images of another version of the Third Reich eagles.100 A
year later the members of the organization marched in Kiev not only
in a khaki uniform, but in steel army helmets.101 The right radicals’
procession soon tuned into mass conﬂict with the police spetsnaz, but
the radicals did not win. Alyona Belozerskaya, a nationalist, said, “I have
heard a version that it was a planned provocation… from the “patriots”,
97
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because many of them were in helmets, it means, they got prepared!... I
think, if you ask the “patriots” themselves, they will say that, ﬁrst, it was
as they wanted to look cool, and, second, because a conﬂict with cops
was possible. What to deny here?”102 Lihachev wrote in 2014, “Nowadays
we can say that a mass ﬁght with the police which Brotherhood and
Patriot of Ukraine organized near SBU on October 18, 2008 looks like a
prologue to the storm [The Presidential Administration of Russia] of
Bankovaya on December 1 [2013]103.
“Biletsky started to create a patriotic organization ten years ago and
a chain of its representatives in the Eastern Ukraine and in some cities
of the Western Ukraine,” a man said in October 2014 who knew him well.
“He gathered people around who were not only very patriotic, but had
also been getting the skills of partisan ﬁght and subversive activity on
billowy territory and in town for all these years before war… They had
been training and had been training hard. They had developed intestinal fortitude in mud and ﬁre. They had been preparing for this war in
advance. Besides, he trained his associates to be very disciplined and to
unquestioningly obey to the authority of older and more experienced
comrades.”104 It is conﬁrmed by Vadim Troyan, a member of the Patriot
of Ukraine and later the Azov battalion, “The Azov is based on people
who have been trained and disciplined for they whole life”. We have
been preparing for the war”105. Sergey Koleskin, Kharkov antifascist
journalist also writes about this, “SNA militants were trained according to the program of special force units. One of the obligatory subjects
that was necessary to pass if you want to become a full member of the
organization was “a two-minute hand-to-hand combat against two enemies simultaneously”, and “a four-minute knife ﬁghting against two
enemies alternately” (a quote by “a book of a ﬁghter”, which every SNA
member had to carry with him). SNA Kharkov department (the leading
one) had a school, which trained extremists from the whole Ukraine.
They learned subversive activity… The organization even had real quar-
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ters in the office for people from other cities. Every ﬁghter had to live
there minimum for ten days.”106
When the criminal case of Biletsky and his accomplices who tried
to kill Kolesnik was investigated, the police found pictures from knife
ﬁghting trainings, conducted by “a white leader” himself. It turned out
that they learned how to kill someone by stabbing him in the back to
the heart and cutting a throat from different sides.107
At the beginning of 2010, the organization accumulated weapon. “As
one of SNA ex-members said, their leader Biletsky armed the organization all the time. First of all he bought around 20 starting pistols Zoraki
that he immediately changed for shooting with live cartridges, and a
couple of shotguns. Besides, the arsenal was enriched all the time. Every
SNA member had to carry a knife and to know how to use it. It is conﬁrmed by the fact that every time when SNA members were arrested by
the police, they withdrew knives from them. The examination record
of one of SNA ex-members say, “A.I. Biletsky have been looking for an
opportunity to buy a more serious weapon lately (before mass arrests of
the members of this terrorist organization started). He wanted to buy
guns, grenades and smoke-puff charges.” He thought that I. Mihaylenko
(a famous organization member) who studied weapons and ammunition and later trained others could make a self-made bomb.”108
Why did this neo-Nazi organization acted freely and developed in
one of the biggest Ukrainian cities? Anton Shehobtsov answers this
question in an article published on December 12, 2014, on the web site
of the German newspaper Die Zeit. He thought that Patriot of Ukraine
ﬂourished because Arsen Avakov, a governor of Kharkov region in 2005–
2010, protected it. Andrey Lipchansky also participated in this scheme.
He was Avakov business partner and had an Internet holding which
included the Triolan company run by Vadim Troyan, an active member of Patriot of Ukraine and an ex-policeman, in 2010-2012. “Avakov,
Biletsky and Troyan were born in Kharkov. They have known each other
at least since 2009–2010. Avakov was a governor of Kharkov region that
106
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time. “Patriot of Ukraine” participated in attacks on Vietnamese traders and companies. In 2010, Patriot of Ukraine took by force around 50
newsstands in Kharkov that were then given to property of Andrey
Lipchansky’s company. Lipchansky was Avakov’s business partner and
run the Administration of the Press and Information during his governorship in Kharkov region. The mass media also say that Lipchansky
rented a gym to train the members of Patriot of Ukraine. They were
responsible for security during protests against Kiev government organized [2010] by Yuliya Timoshenko’ Bloc in Kharkov. Avakov was a
president of the regional department of Timoshenko’s Bloc.”109
Kharkov mass media had said the same earlier. “They organize real
death squads in the city,” Argument, an Internet edition, wrote on
September 1, 2014. “They are ﬁnanced by Yevgeny Zhilin, an ex-policeman, who is famous for money laundering in Kharkov, and Aleksey
Lipchansky, nicknamed Lyopa, an owner of one of the biggest providers — Triolan. Bandits themselves were recruited from Patriot of
Ukraine and partially from local sportsmen. Aleksey Lipchansky, who
was an owner of Premyer, a publishing house, in 2005–2010, ﬁnanced
the public organization Patriot of Ukraine. He was not interested in the
public part of its activity. However, the “patriots” seized the property
that belonged to other people on his instruction. For example, newsstands, when Lyopa wanted to expand the retail chain of the press. That
time he was Avakov’s favorite, but then the administration changed.
Lyopa did not get lost. He stopped ﬁnancing “patriots”, joined the Party
of Regions and became a deputy of the city soviet.”110
In 2012, journalists spoke a lot about seizure of newsstands by Patriot
of Ukraine described by Shehovtsov, that they were given to Lipchansky.
“The businessmen themselves say that on June 1, 2010, similar events
happened in several newsstands. Patriot of Ukraine activists burst into
newsstands opened because of heat, threw the newsagent away, fastened
their padlocks and disappeared. It was in the afternoon. At night, they
sawed the padlocks, threw the goods away and occupied the newsstand…
A strange contract appeared later. According to it, OOO Pressa-Kharkov
sold 48 newsstands to Ruslan Eglit, a businessman, at a surprisingly low
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price of 500 hryvnia… Ruslan Eglit is connected with Aleksey Lipchansky,
a media proprietor, who runs a cable chain Triolan and founded OOO
Premyer-tsentr, which printed a promotional newspaper of the same
name… It is also important to mention that many “patriots” work as
linesmen in Lipchansky’s Kharkov cable chain Triolan, who supported
Yuliya Timoshenko and her Block at presidential and parliamentary
elections. Lipchansky rented a gym in sports school #9 in Chuguevskaya
Street, where Triolan’s employees, that means “patriots”, were trained
hand-to-hand ﬁghting twice a week. Patriot of Ukraine have one more
protector. He was seen among the members of the organization many
times during the actions of “patriots” who tried to promote his interests.
It is interesting that Patriot of Ukraine was created and developed, when
he was a governor. We speak about A. Avakov, a candidate to a city major
and a leader of Kharkov BYT.The members of Patriot of Ukraine were the
main agitators for his candidacy. They played a role of security squads
at BYT’s actions, and TV companies ATN and Vesti have employees who
are on the staff of Patriot of Ukraine. Therefore, we can understand why
ATN (Avakov) and Kharkov Vesti (Lipchansky) showed the activity of the
“patriots” in a good light111. The suffered newsstand owners spoke about
an interesting moment regarding the raiders, “We had a conversation
and found out that they are led by Vadim Troyan, security chief from
Kiev, from Triolan, and they got an order to attack us from Ruslan Eglit,
a director of Triolan… We also found out that the unknown people who
attacked us were members of Patriot of Ukraine… Then Vadim Troyan
came from Kiev and told us that we must give him our phone numbers,
and the “boss” will call and speak with us.”112
In 2014, Troyan told Deutshe Welle that he actively participated
in the activity of Patriot of Ukraine. “I was responsible for physical
training. I brought teenagers and young men to all-Ukrainian training
camps.”113 It corresponds with the gym rent for right radicals by Triolan,
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but there is one circumstance — Troyan admits his cooperation with
Patriot of Ukraine only in 2005–2007. It is not true, as Lihachev says.
Later Troyan also played an important role in this neo-Nazi organization. “One of the key activists and leaders of the neo-Nazi organization
Patriot of Ukraine in the second half of 2000s. On October 18, 2008, he
participated in a provocative action organized by Dmitry Korchinsky, a
leader of the Brotherhood party, and Andrey Biletsky, a leader of Patriot
of Ukraine. It was an alternative march in UPA’s memory, that ﬁnished
with an effort of national radicals to break through a police cordon and
a ﬁght with the police. V. Troyan was arrested and incriminated with
hooliganism.”114
Then it means that the man who later held a high post in the structures of Avakov’s business partner (and was loyal to him even after a
break because of a power change in Lipchansky’s region) had cooperated
with neo-Nazis long time before the protests of 2010, from 2005, when
Avakov had become a governor of the region.
Yes, it is surprising, how simultaneously Avakov’s political career
and Patriot of Ukraine’s activity developed. In February 2005, Avakov
became a governor of Kharkov region and soon a new neo-Nazi organization with big ambitions appeared and started active actions. It developed without any difficulties up to Avakov’s resignation in February
2010, and continued during his active opposition activity in the region.
In September 2011 Avakov went to Italy to “political immigration” that
continued up to the end of 2012 when he got immunity to criminal
proceedings because he was elected a deputy to the Verkhovna Rada
from Yuliya Timoshenko’s Fatherland Union.
Local authorities in Kharkov withdrew Avakov’s assets. Patriot of
Ukraine also suffered a blow. The leaders of the organization were arrested for preparing a terror attack in Kiev region on August 22, 2011.115
Two activists were arrested on September 11, 2011, for an attempt on
journalist Sergey Kolesnik’s life, who was stabbed several times in
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Kharkov office of Patriot of Ukraine. Andrey Biletsky was arrested on
December 27, 2011. The “white leader” and his closest accomplices will
be released only after the victory of the Euromaidan.
Ukrainian national security attacked the biggest neo-Nazi organization that had been getting prepared to seize the power in the country.
However, it did not manage to shatter it past retrieval. “The Security
Service of Ukraine and the Ministry of Internal Affairs tried to destroy
the organization by sending Biletsky to prison. However, the members
just went underground, but did not stop their activity,” a well-informed
(as it was shown before) source said. “It is impossible to destroy the
organization that had initially got prepared for an underground ﬁght.
When Biletsky was released from SIZO at the end of February [2014],
he formed very quickly his own voluntary combat unit. It was already
ready, but few people knew about it.”116 Biletsky said almost the same
in June 2014, “My friends met me, right activists, football ultras, exmembers of Patriot of Ukraine and other right organizations. On the
ﬁrst day when I was released [from SIZO], a few hundred guys came.
Next day we went to storm Oplot [a combat club that united those who
were against the Euromaidan]. Our group became a basis of the Azov
battalion with time.”117
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Officially, the Azov special ops battalion (now the Azov regiment) was
founded on May 5, 2014. However, a precursive paramilitary group
headed by Andrey Biletsky ﬁrst arose even earlier, according to the
unit’s press office: “The precursor of Azov regiment was on organization called Patriot of Ukraine. Future Azov members were active
participants in the Revolution of Dignity, rising against Yanukovich
regime on December 1, 2013 and January 19, 2014. When revanchists brought Russian aggression and a wave of instability, patriots set up a guerilla unit named the Black Corps, which turned into
the Azov special ops battalion on May 5, 2014.”118
The name “Black Corps” was popular among Azov members even
further. There are photographs from Kiev119 dated June 23, 2014 and
Mariupol120 dated July 8, 2014, on which its paramilitary ﬁghters (including Vladimir Shpara as the then official unit commander) are posing
in uniform with virtually standardized chevrons signed “Black Corps”.
Similar chevrons can be seen at a drill featuring Azov ﬁghters and its
deputy commander Oleg Odnorozhenko, in a news broadcast aired on
September 3, 2014 by TV2 Norge, Norway121. The footage of Biletsky addressing Azov recruits before sending them to front was published on
April 25, 2015. It also features a ﬁghter standing next to his commander
wearing the same Black Corps chevrons122. Finally, some of Azov Civil
Corps members who organized a march named “The Nation Demands”
in Kiev on May 20, 2016 also wore “Black Corps” stripes.
It is worth noting that exactly the same term, Das Schwarze Korps,
was the name of the official SS newspaper. In literature, “Black Corps”
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often refers to the punitive squad headed by Heinrich Himmler, which
was declared criminal by the International Military Trail in Nuremberg.
The reference looks pretty vibrant, taking to account the activities of
this ‘guerilla’ unit and the description of them given by Biletsky himself in 2014: ‘…start cleansing Russian-Communist desease from our
towns.’
“At the time I came up with the idea of a unit that would be able to
oppose that witches’ Sabbath,” Biletsky continued. “I wish it had proper
arms and equipment and so on. People came to help us. There turned
out to be lots of patriotic minded people in Kiev who donated bulletproof vests, uniform, helmets, balaclavas and transport. Weapons were
hard to get then. A guy or two owned licensed pump shotguns, but it
counted only 5 to 6 shotguns per our 60 to 70 ﬁghters.”123 This statement
is conﬁrmed by Kharkov police who detained Black Corps ﬁghters after
the so-called Rymarska Street massacre (on the night of March 14, 2014,
they shot at several pro-Russian activists on Rymarska Str. in Kharkov,
leaving two dead and four wounded); the police conﬁscated 6 sporting
guns, a self-made small-bore riﬂe and two rubber-bullet revolvers, all
of them adjusted to be able to shoot ball-cartridges124.
Those far-right activists after detention were never indicted. They
had been transferred to Kharkov temporary detention facility before
“they reached an agreement that they would transfer all our men to
another facility in Poltava. There they all were given small terms of
containment and, one by one, they were free after 3 or 4 days”, according to what Stepan Baida, head of Azov press office, told UKRLIFE.TV
station on June 30, 2015125.
Baida said in the same interview that the far-right had been experiencing this situation of uncertainty “before mid-April (2014) or so.” After
that, everything changed, since on April 7, 2014, Kharkov residents rose
to take control of the regional administration, and a people’s republic
was proclaimed. “We were already in contact with the national authority,” Baida conceded. “We started to do sallies. We call those times the
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‘rebar’ period, we only had metal sticks. Once we clashed with Berkut
soldiers on the border of the Kharkov oblast. They realized who we were.
Police in Kharkov were then pro-Russian and anti-Ukrainian… They
beat us very severely with buttstocks.”126
The same events were later described by an officer of Berkut, a special police unit in Kharkov, his description featuring an exact date,
April 12, 2014.
“Once Maidan far-right radicals started to enjoy what they did, they
could not stop. I am sure that a tragedy like the one in Odessa could
have happened earlier in Kharkov… When they send their ‘convoys of
friendship’, we could intercept them at distant approaches. That is exactly what happened in Chutovo, Poltava on April 12, 2014 when they 30
to 40 buses as well as several cars were heading for Kharkov.”
Soon we could see what this kind of ‘tourists’ had with them. We
conﬁscated sapper spades, baseball bats, pistols, knives and machetes,
all that stuff.The whole day after over in Kharkov, the boys were chasing
those who did reach the town. However, we successfully stopped the
main part of the buses near Poltava. We found a straightforward way to
explain to those who were not welcome, that Kharkov is controlled by
our Berkut forces, and we do not need any other force to control it. We
need to hammer this idea into about 70 heads of men in the buses.”127
Ukrainian media also reported on those detained in April 2014, mentioning that there were 44 people detained, including Ukrainian nationalists, football fans, and several foreign nationals including one Swedish
citizen (most probably, it was the neo-Nazi called Mikael Skillt, later a
member of Azov; his story will follow). Bladed weapons, helmets and
Molotov cocktails were found in the convoy’s cars and buses128. On that
day, there was a march of nationalists and football fans in Kharkov,
similar to that that took place in Odessa on May 2, 2014 and ended up
in the attack on leftwing activists and burning the Trade Unions House.
The version that on April 12, 2017, Berkut policemen prevented a massacre which was prepared by the neo-Nazi Black Corps, seems highly
probable.
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During that interview to the Ukrainian 112 TV channel, Baida was
frank enough about those who helped the neo-Nazis at that time: “We
had a sort of transition period that we called the Black Corps. Another
name was ‘rebar forces’. The building where we are all now was the one
the ministry of the interior spared for us. We started our drills. Later
on, we made it regular to do incursions to Kharkov, breaking up proRussian rallies — now you can see the results as pockets of separatism
have been completely eliminated.”129. “It is also due to our achievements
that Kharkov is now a peaceful place [for the Ukrainian authorities],”
Biletsky also said proudly130.
“The participation of hundreds of Patriot of Ukraine guys in public
order squads in Kharkov on April 13 and 20 [2014] in close cooperation
with the Ministry of the Interior and the Security Service of Ukraine
put an end to Moscow’s attempts to ignite the situation in Kharkov,”
Anton Gerashchenko, a top adviser for the Minister of the Interior,
conceded on May 6, 2016. I remember Andrey Biletsky’s boys patrolling
Kharkov streets in an organized convoy, each wearing a black uniform
that spoke for itself, that Kharkov had its defenders who would ﬁght
against separatism and would never allow anything like they had in
Donetsk and Lugansk!131’ This is how neo-Nazis in black uniform became the backbone of the new regime in the eastern regions of the
country.
Gerashchenko also said about how they used the ‘rebar forces’ to
punish pro-Russian activists in other regions. “In the late April [of
2014] Andrey [Biletsky] and Oleg [Odnorozhenko] came up with an
idea to arrange the ‘eviction’ of separatists that were holding the
town council building in Maruipol… The decision was to support the
boys’ initiative and try to ﬁght back yet another strategically important town… My function was… the coordination of the boys coming
from all Ukraine to Maruipol to fulﬁll the task that the Ukrainian
government and its agencies could not fulﬁll at that time. On the
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night of April 23, Mariupol City Hall was cleared in minutes. It was
almost bloodless.132”
“Almost bloodless!” And here is how the local press, even those loyal
to the new Ukrainian government, described the same events on April
24, 2014: “Between 3 and 4 a.m., a group of strangers broke into the
town hall. There were about 30 of them started to hit the occupiers with
baseball bats. The attackers, as witness say, were 20 to 25 years old; they
had gauze masks on the heads. Heavy blows caught the protesters on
their arms, legs and heads. They drew one of the activists out of the
building and packed in a car trunk, however, he managed to escape…
When they were leaving the building, the intruders chanted “Hail to
Ukraine, hail to the heroes!”133
Those who defended the city hall managed to push back the Nazistyle hooligans. “This case revealed that pro-Ukrainian young patriots
would be unable to efficiently defend their country unless they join police forces and obtain weapons legally.” Gerashchenko remembered134.
Baida states directly that, in these violent actions, “we made a strong
showing as Avakov contacted us and we started to somehow legalize our
status.”135 The neo-Nazi ‘rebar forces’ that used to smashed people with
bats and steel rebar rods (to which Baida refers as ‘our little sticks’) was
now transforming into a ﬁre-armed formation.
On April 26, 2014, an address of Little Black Men appeared on the
Internet (for which the Social-National Assembly of Ukraine was responsible, according to one of its leaders and future deputy Azov commander, Igor Moseychuk136), a footage of there men in black uniform
and balaclavas declare they “embark on a mission to free the south-east
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from occupiers such as saboteurs, or ‘little green men’, and separatist
betrayers”137. According to Biletsky, early in May 2014, “we have spent
two months in a status even more dangerous than the one of separatists’: armed men — who else can they be, if not pure criminals?” What
‘arms’ he is speaking about? Not the sporting guns they appeared with
in March, we suppose. Biletsky keeps repeating in multiple interviews:
“We obtained our ﬁrst automatic riﬂes on a military base in Mariupol
that the rebels had been desperately trying to take control of… The next
day was our ﬁrst battle day. After that, we repelled the assault on the
local police office138. A video dated April 2014 features one of the “little
black men” with a pump gun and another one with a Kalashnikov, notably a very old model. Vadim Troyan, Azov chief of staff since the very
ﬁrst day, makes a sort of confession in his interview, “Remember those
days, the beginning of the war? Remember how many of us were there
on the front? Ok, and do you know the total number of Azov members
at that time? It was 81 men. However, 81 riﬂe we had not. So each one
of us put on clothes he had, grabbed some ‘made in Angola’ stuff with a
worn-out gas piston and went into the assault of the city”139. Azov took
part in the assault of Mariupol twice — on May 9 and June 13 of 2014.
Biletsky says, “there were 150 of us” during the assault in June140. Baida,
describing the events of early May 2014, mentions the same number of
Azov members, that is 80 men141. By June, Azov ﬁghters were already
well armed and equipped.
Naturally, no Kalashnikov riﬂes with ‘made in Angola’ marks on
them could be kept in police departments, and therefore Azov could
not get them from there. Consequently, part of the weaponry had been
obtained on the black market (before they were given new arsenals on
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5 May when there was no longer sense in purchasing weapons elsewhere — that is, before the battalion was formed). Indeed, it was a typical criminal gang, which was nevertheless nurtured by the Ministry of
the Interior for the ﬁght against pro-Russian activists. In November
2014, Biletsky noted, “Azov backbone was actually the little black men
group… now all of them are officers, comprising Azov’s striking force”142.
The armed group of the far-right was then deployed south. “On May 3
[2014 года]” we came to Berdyansk not to let the separatists capture the
town. After that, we decided to regain control of Mariupol town hall. In
Mariupol, we realized that the police blockheads had been losing almost
everything to the separatists. By that time, May 5, there was an internal troops unit located there, that had already experienced a number
of separatist attacks. Most of the soldiers were locals, part of the staff
had already escaped or defected, taking weapons with them, another
part was now choosing between whether to capitulate or also take the
Donetsk separatists’ side…The top-ranking police officers had to decide.
One option was to give away a hundred or two Kalashnikovs and machine guns to the separatists, as they did in Donetsk and Luhansk in
even larger quantities, or share it which a specially formed volunteer
battalion. We were there on the spot, ready to operate. It was that night
that the police made up its historic decision, issuing an order on establishing such a battalion… We had our battle the next day143.
On May 9, 2014, Azov took part in the assault attempt in Mariupol, in
which the Ukrainian military used all automatic weaponry (including
armored carrier machine guns) to ﬁre at the WWII victory day celebratory procession. According to the Ukrainian media, Biletsky’s unit were
active participants in it: “Our men, numbering about 30, were wearing
black uniform”144. Part of the ﬁghters were wearing civil clothes.
“After we actually lost control of Mariupol, the third biggest Donbass
town, on May 9, Ukraine was controlling nothing but Mariupol airﬁeld
where several hundred National Guard and regular troops, as well as
one-and-a half hundred Azov volunteers were located. Part of the latter
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had been transported there in an unprecedented airborne operation
that took several hours to prepare and that calls for a special narration
and commemoration in history,” Anton Gerashchenko, an advisor to
Ukraine’s interior minister, wrote in Facebook on June 13, 2015. “A meeting between Arsen Avakov, Sergey Taruta and his ﬁrst deputy Andrey
Nikolayenko, where I also participated, took part in the minister’s office
on May 12 or so. We discussed how we could mop up Maruipol from terrorists when all local law enforcement was dead and when there was no
units capable of ﬁghting in the region, as far as their morale and skills
were concerned. We agreed during that meeting that it was impossible
to take Mariupol using only the existing army and National Guard units.
The only decision made at that meeting was to give additional equipment and weapons to the new volunteer Azov battalion, consisting of
Maidan activists and headed by Andrey Biletsky. The battalion was at
that moment at Maruipol aiport, ﬁghters living with no conveniences
after they had been deployed there by air on May 9. We gave preference to volunteers willing and strong enough to defend Ukraine from
terrorists rather than those who had served in the army or internal
troops for years. Those young volunteers were deprived from prejudice
and regulations145.”
That is a rather frank confession. It means that the army and the
internal troops were not ready to shoot at the civilians. Later Avakov
admitted the fact: on December 16, 2015 he wrote on Facebook that he
was directly responsible for the new volunteer battalions as part of
the interior ministry, that took Maidan patriots to the fold and successfully resisted the aggression in the early days of the war when
the army refused to to do it146. This is why they gave priority to neoNazis who were not tided up with ‘prejudice or regulations.’ “There
were two other meetings at the minister’s office between May 20 and
June 10 [of 2014], with the participation of Azov commander Andrey
Biletsky, his Chief-of-staff Vadim Troyan, National Guard Commander
Gen. Stepan Poltorak, his Chief-of-staff Gen. Krivenko, Deputy Minister
of the Interior Sergey Yarovoy, Sergey Taruta and his Deputy Andrey
Nikolayenko”, Gershchenko wrote. “In fact, the task was to make a stormtrooper unit out of a bunch of Maidan volunteers, the one that would
be able to clear Mariupol from terrorists.” Azov ﬁghters met his expecta145
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tions, according to his own words: “The mop-up operation [in town] was
headed by the battalion commander Andrey Biletsky himself. Cherkas
and Shpara groups, the latter one of the so-called Vasilkov terrorists, also
contributed a lot in the ops147.” (He was one of those Patriot of Ukraine
members convicted of preparing a terrorist attack in Kiev oblast in 2011)
Later on, Azov took hold of Mariupol and was in the vanguard of
the Ukrainian offensive against Donetsk. The unit’s manpower was increasing dramatically. While Biletsky says “in fact, we were 150 men”148
during the assault on Mariupol on June 13, 2014, BBC reported after only
one month that the unit comprised 300 ﬁghters149, and yet another
month later Radio Liberty quoted Oleg Odnorozhenko’s words about
Azov actual manpower being as many as 400150. By early September
2014, Biletsky also said in an interview that the battalion had “around
600 ﬁghters, including both those who have been [formally] enrolled
and those who have been not”151. On September 17, 2014, the battalion
was transformed into a regiment, resulting in another Biletsky’s report
stating, that “we have… around 700 troops and the numbers tend to
increase”152. In May 2015, he addressed his troops on Azov’s 1st anniversary, describing its manpower progress: “Within a year, we have made
a former 60-men guerilla unit the most efficient military force, and
were the only to gain a regiment status with 1200 ﬁghters nowadays.
We used to resist the occupiers with only guns, but now we can see
the enemy through heavy weaponry crosshair153”. In August of 2015,
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he reported that there are as many as 1400 officially enlisted troops as
well as over 40 armored vehicles”154. December of 2015 saw “1500 men
in the battalion already, as well as another 90 ready to join us”, which
meant that “we have been actually a brigade for a long time, judging
from our manpower, weaponry and command.”, Biletsky said155. Earlier
in June 2015, he used to say to his men that, “if everything goes well,
Azov regiment will be transformed into a separate elite brigade, giving
us an opportunity to reach 2,500 troops in numbers. Believe me, we do
have that many. Lots of youths are now eager to join, but we don’t have
the right to enroll.”156 In other words, Biletsky managed to actually skirt
these manpower limits.
A tenfold increase within only a year and a raised status is something very unusual for volunteer battalions in Ukraine. Add to this that
on November 11, 2014, the regiment was attached to the National Guard
as part of the interior forces body, allowing to equip it with modern
artillery and armoured vehicles. “At that time the heaviest artillery
piece in the Azov was a BRDM, a reconnaissance vehicle. Nowadays we
have dozens of armored vehicles, including a tank company,” Biletsky
claimed in September 2015. “At that time the heaviest piece of artillery
was a ZU-23-2 anti-aircraft cannon [given to them on June 13, 2014 before
the Maruipol assault] and a 120-mm mortar captured September 5, 2014
which no one could handle. Nowadays we have up to twenty different artillery pieces… While manpower has increased twice since then,
our armor has strengthened twentyfold. So has artillery»157. Earlier in
August 2015, Vadim Boyko, a member of Azov, posted on Facebook that
“the tank company is about to transform into a battalion, that is why
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staff expansion is likely158”, adding that he had learned about that 3
months before that159. It looks like this restructuring is expected as part
of the regiment-to-brigade transformation that Biletsky announced in
June 2015. Baida also mentioned in his interview to 112 TV station on
August 31, 2015, that “the transition to a brigade is already underway”,
adding that “it almost 2,000 of us now. We have infantry, a motorized
unit with tanks, MLTBs [or multipurpose armored towers], a howitzer
battery and a mortar squadron. Structurally, we are almost a brigade160”.
Another mission of Azov was city patrol. Avakov, minister of the
interior, told LigaBiznesInform on May 25, 2015 about a recent incident
featuring a group of nationalists shooting at a police car, “There could
have been our volunteers in this car, for example, Azov members whom
we often employ for patrolling”161. “Police General III rank Vyacheslav
Abroskin, head of Donetsk oblast main police directorate, set before
us a task of public order protection in Donetsk oblast,” reported police
colonel Sergey Danilenko, deputy chief of the preventive measures department of the Donetsk oblast main police directorate. “Special attention is to be paid to the town of Mariupol, where armored patrol has
been carried out since last year. The armored patrols include ﬁghters
of the Azov regiment… Azov ﬁghters are there to prevent foot-dragging
among police officers.” There were photos of those guards on patrol, in
full combat gear, wearing bulletproof vests and multicolored balaclavas
or makeshift bandanas, armed with riﬂes. The fact that they are dressed
each in his own fashion means, that these are civil Nationalist activists
who were voluntarily engaged in patrolling162. Since late January 2016,
armed Azov ﬁghters on armored vehicles have been patrolling towns
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and villages in Genichesk rayon of Kherson oblast, as agreed with the
ministry of the interior163, and take part in guarding Kharkov streets
since February 4, 2016164. Speaking of Mariupol, Donetsk oblast main
police directorate decided on March 2, 2016 that the number of armed
ﬁghters engaged in city patrol should be increased165.
The authorities also consider other opportunities for cooperation
between different police bodies with the unit, often ﬁnding Azov’s
radical ideology attractive rather than confusing. On February 1, 2016,
Ilya Kiva, head of the anti-drug department of the national police, told
Hromadske.tv: “Everyone knows that our Azov regiment is standing for
the purity of the Ukrainian nation. Those are young people, patriotic
enough, honest and strong. Together with Biletsky, we discussed an opportunity to set up squads that would mop up drug traffickers from our
streets… We will use every opportunity to eliminate drug traffickers166.
Kiva himself has long been Avakov’s protégé. On December 11, 2014,
Avakov appointed him deputy head of Donetsk oblast national police,
then transferred to a similar position in Kherson oblast, after that he
took reign of the anti-drug department on October 10, 2015.
It is worth noting that the Azov retained all the features of a presumably neo-Nazi unit. “We never denied the fact that we are patriotic
far-right and most of the boys are Ukrainian nationalists,” Biletsky
told Unkrainian LigaBiznesInform news agency on September 12, 2015
(adding to his multiple similar earlier statements for the press, both
domestic and foreign167). However, he speciﬁed that diehard right radi163
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cals make ¾ of the ﬁghters, the rest partly sympathize these ideas168.”
One Azov ﬁghter, namely Mikael Skillt, a Swedish neo-Nazi, told the
BBC on July 16, 2014: “Here we have Nationalists of all sorts: National
Socialist, ethnic nationalist, any self-styled ‘nationalists’.” Skillt said
the right ideology “is the basis of everything.” “As an illustration, I can
give you this example: there is not a single black ﬁghter among us. The
reasons are obvious.”169
“You can guess that National Socialist ideas are preferential for many
Azov members, judging by their multiple tattoos,” Aleksandr Sibirtsev
from Vesti.Reporter wrote in June 2014.The reporter was with the ﬁghters during the Mariupol assault. “Around half of them sport tattoos
with apparently Nazi and skinhead content, that is swastikas, lightning-shaped SS runes, Third Reich coat of arms, and mottos like “God
with us!”170. Biletsky was telling about the same in December 2014:
“We have plenty of far-right guys, football hooligans and so on… A tremendous biomass of shaven heads, muscles and tatts”171. As Yaroslav
Gonchar, who was battalion commander for a short time and then left,
told Sibirtsev, “The battalion has ended in a gang for the far-right only.
If a person does not support National Social ideas, the Azov is closed
for him”172.
Another similar conclusion was drawn by Shaun Walker, a
Guardian reporter, who wrote in an article dated September 11, 2014:
“The Azov causes particular concern due to the far right, even neoNazi, leanings of many of its members. Dmitry [one of the ﬁghters]
claimed not to be a Nazi, but waxed lyrical about Adolf Hitler as a
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military leader, and believes the Holocaust never happened. Not everyone in the Azov battalion thinks like Dmitry, but after speaking
with dozens of its ﬁghters and embedding on several missions during
the past week in and around the strategic port city of Mariupol, the
Guardian found many of them to have disturbing political views…
Many of its members have links with neo-Nazi groups, and even
those who laughed off the idea that they are neo-Nazis did not give
the most convincing denials”.
“Of course not, it is all made up; there are just a lot of people who are
interested in Nordic mythology,» said one ﬁghter when asked if there
were neo-Nazis in the battalion. When asked what his own political
views were, however, he said “national socialist”173.
There is a video by the Norwegian TV2 Norge TV station published
on September 3, 2014, showing Azov drills in which Oleg Odnorozhenko,
deputy commander for ideology is taking part. In this video, one ﬁghter
wearing an Azov chevron also has a helmet is decorated with an elaborately painted ﬂag of the Third Reich with a swastika. Another ﬁghter
has an SS chevron with a pair of ‘sieg’ runes174. Anthony Faiola of the
Washington Post also reported on September 12, 2014 of a swastika
hanging on the wall above one recruit’s bed in the Mariupol training
center175.
Pictures of themselves posing with Nazi ﬂags or sporting Nazi tattoos are very popular among Azov ﬁghters on social networks. The
most notorious posers are Artyom Zalesov from Lvov176 and Oleg Penya
from Zhitomir177. The latter calls himself the leader of ‘autonomous
national socialists of Zhitomir’. It was on his web page, in an album
called “Donbass-ATO-2014”, where a group photo of Azov ﬁghters with
a battalion ﬂag, a NATO ﬂag and a swastika-draped banner appeared
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on November 18, 2014. This photo was soon widely spread over the
Internet.178.
The trend is still alive. One dramatic example were photos of Azov
ﬁghters patrolling Odessa streets published by a popular Odessa website
called Timer on April 30, 2016, on which one commanding officer has
a recognizable SS death’s head sign, surrounded by two sieg runes179.
A great contributor in the creation and activities of the battalion
was Sergey Korotkikh, a member of the leadership of National Socialist
Society (a local replica of Patriot of Ukraine) which was active in Russia
and Belarus in 2004–2007 and an organizer of a makeshift bomb attack
on Manezhnaya Square in the heart of Moscow on December 27, 2007180.
“In the days of the Euromaidan I came to Ukraine, met Andrey Biletsky
who was fresh from jail,” Korotkikh told Ukrainian journalists in June
2015. “I have been a member of Azov since the very beginning, since
the very ﬁrst day. I took command of a reconnaissance company and
an assault group that took Mariupol: I was in charge of reconnaissance,
planning, as well as the ﬁrst and second attempt to liberate the city181.
On December 9, 2014, an advisor to the interior minister Gerashchenko
told about Korotkikh’s participation in two Maruipol assaults in a apparent attempt to whitewash him: “Starting from May 5, 2014 Sergey
Korotkikh, also known as the Boatswain or Malyuta, has been in the
ranks of the Azov as an instructor… At 5 a.m. on June 13, on the day we
were taking Maruipol, Sergey Korotkikh, with a riﬂe in his hands, commanded assault groups made of those who had come fresh from Maidan
square. He led them along Grecheska Street towards the terrorists’ headquarters… and then searched for bandits in attics and basements”182.
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Korotkikh is not the only foreign specialist to become a commander
of mop-up operations. Skillt also told the BBC in July 2014, that he is in
charge of three kinds of responsibilities: he was a commander of a small
reconnaissance mission, a sniper and sometimes a special coordinator
in a small reconnaissance unit for mop-up in apartment blocks and
residential areas183. In 2002–2010, Skillt was in the Nordic Resistance
Movement, a militarized neo-Nazi organization in Sweden. He was a
department head in the country’s north.184 He then transferred to another far-right organization, Party of the Swedes. Early in February 2014,
he posted photographs from Athens on his Twitter page, posing with
the leadership of the far-right Greek Golden Dawn organization185. He
was saying in one interview that he had come to Kiev on February 28,
2014 and started to train a group of volunteers from Svoboda nationalist party, who were getting prepared for the war in the east. After that,
according to him, he joined the Azov where he fought in the ranks starting from May 2014 until February 2015186. In an interview, the Swede
demonstrated his diehard neo-Nazi views: “After WWII, the history
was written by the winners. They decided that telling everybody of
your white pride is a bad thing.” Fausto Biloslavo, an Italian journalist
told Radio Sweden on July 15, 2014 Skillt told him he saw his participation in military operations in East Ukraine as a race war coveted by all
neo-Nazis.187. Irish Times reporters came to speak with yet other several
Swedish Azov ﬁghters as early as in July 2o14188.
Different western journalists say that on summer 2014 they also
came across with rightwing Azov radicals of some other western nationalities. Here Fausto Biloslavo met Francesco Fontana, a member
183
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of the Italian National Vanguard and Youth Front in 1970s—80s. Those
were organizations incorporated in the Italian Social Movement, now
linked to Casa Pound, the neo-Fascist public center in Rome.189 In 2015,
a British far-right website described Fontana as ‘a veteran Italian racial
nationalist from Turin’190.
The Azov also included volunteers from other countries. Their recruiter was a Frenchman named Gaston Besson previously engaged
with French far-right volunteers joining Croatian rightwing paramilitary in the Balkans191. Together they made a unit named Legion Condor
after the Third Reich air force unit, which was dislocated in Spain during the Spanish civil war192.
But the main source of manpower for the Azov were the rightwing
football fans of Ukraine, with whom Biletsky had established ties long
before getting into jail in 2011.
“The line of defense closest to Mariupol is now being held by
the ﬁghters of the Azov regiment, most of them football fans,” the
Ukrainian 1+1 TV channel broadcast says, dated December 25, 2014193.
This was conﬁrmed by Azov spokesman Andrey Dyachenko in an interview to Dneprovets newspaper on March 5, 2015. He said that “one of
the main social groups that made Azov’s backbone were football fans
from Kiev194.”
In an interview that appeared June 23, 2014 on a Ukrainian football
fan website called MatchDay, one of the fans who took part in military
action as an Azov ﬁghter said that the battalion incorporated a number of fan movements: “There are Kiev people, as well as those from
Lugansk, Mariupol, Dnepropetrovsk, Zaporozhye, Nikolayev, Kherson,
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Simferopol and Sevastopol”195. This is conﬁrmed by the messages on
fan club public forums in social and mass media, from which we know
about the presence of fans from Lutsk, Poltava, Sumy, Donetsk196, Lvov,
Cherkassy197, Ternopol198, Mariupol (where “most of ultras have joined
the Azov”199) and Zhitomir200. The latter town has a fan movement not
so signiﬁcant as elsewhere in Ukraine, but it alone contributed 10 men
to the Azov. The ﬁgures regarding bigger football fan movements are
still very much higher. A journalist for the Insider, Vladislav Krasinsky
wrote on October 13, 2015, that, according to the fan movements information, “Dinamo Kiev sent a hundred of volunteers: the younger ones
joined the Azov, the older ones joined the Aidar battalion.” In total, according to his data, “it seems an easy task for the Ukrainian ultras to
gather their own battalion of hardened ﬁghters who participated in the
ATO”201. The most part of them were Azov members, since they mostly
associated themselves with the battalion’s ideology.The message dated
June 9, 2014 in a VKontakte public group belonging to a Dinamo Kiev
football club fan union called White Boys Club, with an emblem containing the Third Reich eagle202, its members are joining the Azov in
its campaign in the country’s east, in order to protect Ukraine from
‘inferior lifeforms’203.
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Biletsky’s speeches often contain directly quoted fragments of the
Third Reich leadership, most notably Heinrich Himmler, head of the SS.
“It’s a war of two civilizations, of Eurasia against Ukraine that stands to
safeguard Europe,” Biletsky declared in Chigirin on Apri 25, 2015 in his
speech before Azov recruits going to the front. “This war began more
than a thousand years ago. Our enemy changed names since then —
they were called Khazars, Pincenates, Polovtsy, Moscovia, and now the
Russian Federation… Remember you are heirs to dozens and even hundreds generation of heroes that date back to history… All those generations were sentinels of our European civilization, ﬁghting against EuroAsian barbarians204. On July 13, 1941, Himmler told SS soldiers to go to
the Eastern front to ﬁght against Soviet “untermenschen”: “It is a war
of ideologies and struggle of races… When you, my friends, are ﬁghting
in the East, you keep that same ﬁght against the same subhumans,
against the same inferior races that once appeared under the name of
Huns, and later - 1,000 years ago during the time of King Henry and Otto
I, - the name of the Hungarians, and later under the name of Tatars,
and then they came again under the name of Genghis Khan and the
Mongols. Today they are called Russians under the political banner of
Bolshevism… These people have joined a Jewish religion, one ideology,
called Bolshevism, with the task of: having now Russian, half [located]
in Asia, parts of Europe, crush Germany and the world205”.
Biletsky now prefers not to emphasize his anti-Semitism. However,
remember what he wrote in an article called We the National Socialists
in 2008: “Our nation’s historic mission in this crucial century is to
take the lead with all White Peoples of the world in its last crusade in
which their survival is at stake.A crusade against sub-humanity headed
by Semites206. Before the Verkhovna Rada elections in October 2014
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Biletsky also said, “We never departed from our convictions. Everything
the Azov possesses come out of its right ideology, the heritage of Patriot
of Ukraine207. “Yes, our past is the Socialist National Assembly which
we neither rebuke or ashamed of. That’s a passing phase of our development,” Stepan Baida, head of the regiment’s press office told openly
in 2015208.
Thus, it comes as no surprise that on June 10, 2015, U.S. House
of Representatives adopted an amendment to a bill regarding DoD
ﬁnances. According to its author, Congressman John Conyers Jr, a
Michigan representative, this amendment shall “ensure that our
military does not train members of the repulsive neo-Nazi Azov
Battalion”209.
However, the far-right unit is nevertheless well equipped. According
to Biletsky, his “regiment looks more like an army of some Baltic country or Germany rather that Ukraine”210. The same was stated by Vitaly
Deinega, head of one of the largest volunteer organizations Come Back
Alive, in an interview to Lb.ua in December 2015: “Oh, they don’t need
any help, they are doing ﬁne. The provisioning is at such a high level
that elite soldiers were jealous when they saw us. The skills are high,
too. I think the Azov will soon turn into a private military company. The
investments are substantial”211.
Who is that patron of a neo-Nazi military unit in Ukraine, making
it stronger day by day?
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Remember that Baida, Azov’s head of press office, openly stated in
an interview to the UKRLIFE.TV channel on June 30, 2015, that ‘we were
contacted by Avakov’ after the battalion had successfully suppressed
pro-Russian activists in March and April of 2014212. It was Avakov who,
according to his adviser Anton Gerashenko, eventually made a decision of creating an assault battalion of internal forces on the basis of
a neo-Nazi armed gang in May 2014213. Later on, raising the status of
the Azov battalion to a regiment and its attachment to the National
Guard in order to arm it with artillery and tanks also originated in
Avakov’s ministerial decisions. Moreover, on October 30, 2014, Vadim
Troyan, Azov’s chief of staff, a former member of the neo-Nazi Patriot of
Ukraine organization and an employee of Avakov’s commercial partners
became head of the Kiev oblast main directorate of the Ministry of the
Interior, and on March 4, 2015, he became ﬁrst deputy head of National
Police of Ukraine. After head of the National Police Khatiya Dekanoidze
resigned on November 14, 2016, (she said the reason was political pressure), Troyan performed her duties for several months, aiming at taking
her office permanently.
At the same time Anton Gerashchenko, advisor to the interior minister, (who directly participated in recruiting neo-Nazis to serve in the
Azov in 2014) told Gordon news resource on December 27, 2016, “Avakov
was considering Troyan as the potential candidate for the position of
the National Police chief as early as in 2015, but president Poroshenko
insisted that Dekanoidze should take up this responsibility.”214 However,
later Troyan withdrew his application for the vacancy of the police chief
(probably because he found himself in the spotlight of the media), of
which he told January 25, 2017 on Facebook215. He nevertheless continued to fulﬁll police chiefs’ responsibilities.
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The Belorussian man named Sergey Korotkikh, the chief of reconnaissance whom we have already mentioned before, was awarded an
honorary weapon made by Minister of the Interior, Arsen Avakov, according to the information made public by Ukrainskaya Pravda on
January 13, 2017. It says that at the time the decoration was to take
place, namely on July 27, 2015, he was head of the Department of Civil
Service of the Odessa Oblast Main Interior Department216. His place
of employment is also mentioned in his online tax statement dated
end of 2016, different in wording, but functionally the same: “police
department for the security of strategic facilities” (no region speciﬁed). Judging from the same statement, his possessions include two
apartments he bought in 2015, one in Kiev, having 69 square meters
of usable space, and another one in the village of Chaika, Kiev Oblast,
74.4 square meters in area. The same year, he also bought a Czech-built
L-39 airplane, produced 1982. Korotkikh also reported cash savings of
USD 233,000, EUR 135,000 and UAH 500,000 (the exchange rate for the
Ukrainian hryvnia was 26,65 for one dollar by the end of December
2016), noting also that he lent another USD 565,000 to some third parties. These are possessions of a top-ranking police officer with a salary
of 78,000 hryvnias per year217.
Judging from the article published August 12, 2016 by the Ukrainian
Obozrevatel news agency, Korotkikh is a close friend and a business
partner (though the nature of the business in unclear) of the minister’s
son, Alexander Avakov. Once when they met, a thief got hold of their
money. It was a signiﬁcant sum in hard currency.
“It all happened in the Marocana restorant, 24 Lesya Ukrainka Blvd,
on Tuesday August 9. It was about 7 p.m. as Alexander Avakov was
sitting at a table on the summer terrace with Sergey Korotkikh, also
known as Malyuta and the Boatswain, one of the Azov regiment commanders in charge of reconnaissance. Sources say there were security
guards carrying out perimeter watch”, Obozrevatel wrote, citing its
own sources. “Korotkikh came to the Marocana in a Toyota Tundra. The
minister’s son had a Toyota Land Cruiser 200, his bodyguards came in
a Land Cruiser 100. There were two middle-aged men at the next table.
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One of them started to put on his jacket and managed to grab the bag
from an empty armchair that stood close to the table of Avakov Jr. and
the Boatswain. The thief took out the money (there was a signiﬁcant
sum in dollars) and stealthily put the bag back… Surprisingly, it was
not Alexander Avakov who ﬁled a theft claim to police, but Sergey
“Boatswain” Korotkikh.”218
There were other cases of unexpected promotions of Azov ﬁghters
in the police ranks, initiated by Avakov. “Sergey Merchuk, a participant of the Revolution of Dignity and a policeman is now appointed
head of Rovno patrol police department,” the minister of the interior
told on April 20, 2016. “At the age of 25, Sergey was a ﬁghter of the 35th
Volyn Sich company, then a ﬁghter of the elite Azov regiment (codename Zveroboy, or “Deerslayer”), took part in the liberation of Mariupol,
Pavlopol, Shirokino and Starobeshevo.” Avakov realized the eccentricity of this move, when a far-right youth is put in charge of a big city
police department, and declared: “So young, you say? I know! But an
avid creator, too!”219
Some well-informed journalists from Ukrainian mass media also
stress the role Avakov played in the creation and promotion of the Azov.
“From the very start,Biletsky…had found full contact and understanding
with Minister Avakov who, like him, was coming from Kharkov. Under
Avakov’s patronage, they used Biletsky’s nationalists (together with a
variety of radical elements, from football fans to Russian Nazis that
joined him) to create the Azov battalion in 2014, later transformed into
a regiment with an official status of a National Guard unit,” Alexander
Sibirtsev, a reporter for the Ukrainian Strana news resource wrote on
February 19, 2016. He was on the front observing the Azov deployment
in June 2014. “According to our sources in the ministry of the interior,
Avakov is still giving a priority to the unit, viewing it as a sort of his
private Praetorian guard inside the National Guard that may be useful in serious political crises. The regiment gets supplies and weapons
ﬁrst and foremost.”220 “Avakov obtained a very serious armed support
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group — he helped to create the Azov as part of the internal forces, that
was later transformed into a regiment,” these are the results of the
inquiry published in Novoye Vremya on January 23, 2016. The article
contains references to one of the sources of the battalion’s illegal ﬁnancing: according to Andrey Semimidko, head of the Anti-raidership Union
of Enterpreneurs, the Azov received about 1 mln dollars from protection
racketing of gambling venues221.”
Mikhail Saakashvili, Odessa governor, came up with a very similar
accusation of Avakov on December 15, 2015, during the press conference
following the National Council for Reforms meeting in Kiev: “This man
is really in control of informal armed groups and ﬁnances them with
funds obtained from corruption”222.
Avakov himself is somehow even proud of having his private ‘black
sotnia’, or ‘black hundred’ (the name being an apparent reference to
far-right groups in Tsarist times that carried out pogroms). “Who is
protecting Kharkov from rampant separatism? It is the Eastern Corps,
the volunteer police battalion,” he told Bigmir.net May 25, 2015. “If anything like this happens, Avakov’s black hundred will kick asses of those
who attacks Ukraine. You think it is too much, don’t you? I think it’s
an adequate response that corresponds the situation223.” It is worth
noting that the special Eastern Corps internal forces company had direct connections to Biletsky and the Azov. The Eastern Corps appeared
back in 2006,” Objectiv.tv repoted in its broadcast dated February 27,
2016. “Several athletes gathered together to create Patriot of Ukraine.
Activists say they persecuted by the Yanukovich regime. In 2013, the
same athletes gathered again to make the Eastern Corps, a civil organization. When military action broke out in Donbass, it became a
battalion, then an elite internal forces unit and was sent to the zone of
conﬂict224”. “The Eastern Corps is sometimes also called Azov’s younger
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brother,” Hromadske.tv reporters wrote after having visited the site
where the unit was located225.
Oleg Shiryayev, the company’s commander, told journalists in
February 2015 that every time he was sent to Mariupol, he and his
ﬁghters joined the Azov regiment. The same far-right ideology prevails
there: on the footage, you can hear the song playing in Shiryayev’s car
which is called Veter Peremen (‘wind of change’) and is performed by
Sokira Peruna, a neo-Nazi band, while one of the members says on a
camera with a scornful smile, “We came here to ﬁght for our future, our
children’s future and the very existence of our people”226. This wording
is almost identical to the notorious saying that belongs to American
neo-Nazi David Lane, also known as the 14-word racist motto in different countries: “We must secure the existence of our people and a
future for White children.”
On May 6, 2015, the Eastern Corps and the Azov together paraded
along the central streets of Kharkov to mark the anniversary of the regiment under Biletsky’s command227. We should also add that one of the
commanders in the Eastern Corps was Eduard Verbenets, formerly a private lawyer for Andrey Biletsky, the Patriot of Ukraine leader. However,
he wasn’t in the company for long, since he soon got promotion in the
ranks of internal forces — on March 4, 2015, he was appointed head of
Dzerzhinsk District Department of Kharkov police228.
On August 26, 2015, there was a press conference held by Shiryayev
and Roman Zvarich, the head of Azov’s Civil Corps, where they announced a merger of the two organizations as part of the Civil Corps,
with Shiryayev as its chief of staff229. MediaPort reporters who visited
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the Eastern Corps’ deployment site photographed the Azov banner on
the wall and propaganda posters of social nationalists230.
The new alliance’s objectives were openly outlined by Shiryayev on
August 26, 2016: “Today we have very strong associations in Kharkov,
such the Azov Civil Corps, or the Eastern Corps, or other civil organizations and bodies make alliances with each other to be effective in their
struggle and come to power legally231”. Therefore, the far-right, which
grew stronger under the patronage of the interior ministry, have long
determined their goals.
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While engaged in violence, Ukrainian neo-Nazis were also interested in
coming to power legally. There were as many as two prominent candidates from the Social-National Assembly taking part in Kiev City Rada
elections on May 25. Those two were holding the positions of deputy
heads for ideology in the Azov, Oleg Odnorozhenko and Igor Mosiychuk,
as well as one more Social-National Assembly activist, Igor Krivoruchko,
previously a convicted ‘Vasilkov terrorist’ together with Mosiychuk.They
were all stood as candidates to the City Rada on the Oleg Lyashko’s Radical
party lists. “We cannot represent the Right Sector, since it is not a political
party,” Mosiychuk explained to Vesti newspaper. “You know, Rada Deputy
Lyashko was in the frontline [on the Euromaidan], helping our boys, he
hid the wounded in his office and made a lot of effort to free political
prisoners, among them me.”232 Moreover, journalist reported at that time,
“According to many Azov members, the battalion is getting a lot of help
from the People’s Deputy Oleg Lyashko”233. “He was among the lobbyists
of our volunteer battalion… and stood for giving us weapons from military
depots,” Andrey Biletsky later explained234. As a result, Mosiychuk who
was candidate No. 5 on the Radical party list, passed to the Kiev Rada.235
Before his arrest in 2011, Mosiychuk played an important role in the
organization: “helped prepare the registration of the Social-Nationalist
political party.” 236 After the Verkhovna Rada elections on October 26,
2014 he became a member of the national parliament representing the
same Radical party headed by Oleg Lyashko (where he was No. 9 on the
list) and took upon the responsibilities of the First Deputy Chairman of
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the Committee for the Legal Regulatory of Law Enforcement Activities.
However, on September 18, 2015, Mosiychuk was arrested on charges of
bribery and spent two months in prison. His political career unexpectedly stumbled, for at time he was no longer connected with the Azov.
Biletsky himself took part in the Verkhovna Rada elections in October
2014, representing a more prestigious political project this time, the
People’s Front party headed by Prime Minister Arseny Yatsenyuk. The
latter in considered to be a product of Washington. It is well-known
that, when the ﬁght on the Euromaidan was taking place in February
2014, Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland said to Geoffrey Pyatt,
U.S. ambassador to Ukraine: “I think Yats is the guy who's got the
economic experience, the governing experience.237” “On the ﬁrst day
of People’s Front’s founding congress, a sort of a second version of the
party of power headed by Arseny Yatsenyuk and Alexander Turchinov
[on September 10, 2014], Biletsky appeared on the stage to enter the
party’s military council,” Vyacheslav Likhachev said in October 2014.
“Unofficially, they announced that we would be on the upper part of the
list, containing those who pass inevitably. However, we must give credit
to the prime minister and the speaker of the Ukrainian parliament that,
after experts, public ﬁgures and ethnic communities drew the attention
of the party’s leadership to Biletsky’s ideology and backgroung, they
crossed him off their list.238” Later Biletsky himself told about that:
“Speaking of People’s Front, I was invited to be on the list, moreover, the
top-5 of the list.” Then, he said, some problems arose and there was “no
party decision of my nomination.” After that, he allegedly “hesitated to
represent People’s Front, a decision that eventually suited all of us.” 239
However, when Biletsky was nominated as an independent candidate from No. 217 single member constituency on a majority basis
(Obolon District, Kiev), he gained strong support. “It is no accident that
the People’s Front candidate for this constituency, Zoryan Shkiryak,
an advisor to the minister of the interior, withdraw his candidacy for
Biletsky, therefore securing his victory,” Likhachev noted in October
2014. “Another Arsen Avakov’s advisor, Anton Gerashchenko, is directly
campaigning for the Azov commander. He told the other day, “If all fascists and nationalists were like Andrey Biletsky, if we had another 200
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of them, Putin would never attack Ukraine240.” We can notice Avakov’s
mighty hand even here. As was shown above, the man was behind the
rise of neo-Nazis of Partiot of Ukraine and then the Azov.
During Biletsky election campaign in Obolon district, Kiev were too
controversial even by standards of the post-Maidan Ukrainian policy.
“Around 9 p.m. [on October 26, 2014], the constituency election committee was surrounded and blocked by elite Azov and Mirotvorets ﬁghters,” Ukrainian journalists wrote. “Tough guys in full marching orders,
with Kalashnikov riﬂes stood looking, waiting for an order.”241 Later
on, according to the international Open Democracy organization, the
battalion ﬁghters “broke into the premises of the election committee
on the night of the elections and forced its members into, as they said,
‘an honest count of votes’242.” The battalion commander got the relative majority (33.75%); his opponents immediately accepted the results.
Thus, the ministry of the interior favoured Biletsky a lot at that time.
It is also worth mentioning that before the elections, there appeared
an abundance of template graffiti all over the streets of the Kiev district
that Biletsky represented, with wolfssangels (the symbol of the SocialNational Assembly and the Azov) and Third-Reich swastikas painted
side-by-side, as well as slogans typical for the Ukrainian far-right243.”
There was far less written in the media about the parliamentary
nomination of another Azov ﬁghter, Oleg Petrenko, that represented
another party of power this time, which is the Poroshenko bloc244. As
a result, he remained on the list and was openly supported by prominent party ﬁgures during the campaign, although Petrenko said it was
Biletsky who had actually sent him to take part in the elections: «My
battalion commander Andrey Biletsky said, we can surely win a battle
or two there on the frontline. But to win a war and protect the country,
one needs to go to the parliament and make our country’s power stron-
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ger245.” There was also no secret that Petrenko was a leader of Cherkassy
far-right football fans, whom he used to join for street ﬁghts in Kiev.
“I came to Maidan on December 1, 2013. My ultras and I took part in
clashes on Bankova Street.246” It all resulted in Petrenko’s victory in his
hometown Cherkassy, giving him 41.15% of votes on a majority basis247.
At the same time, he never broke up his close ties with the Azov. In
2015, he lobbied the regiment’s interests on a meeting with President
Poroshenko248, while in February 2016 he made a public statement,
in which he warned that he would leave the party’s parliamentary
faction due to the criminal investigation regarding Igor Krasnov, the
commander of Azov-Crimea Civil Corps249. Moreover, Petrenko took
command of the Cherkassy Civil Corps of the Azov, created January
2015250, and he spoke at press conferences in Kiev alongside with other
regional leaders of this organization251. The virtual reception room on
Biletsky site features a photo published on August 23, 2015 depicting
Petrenko in military uniform and a T-shirt with Social-National signs
on it standing next to the Azov commander252. “An Azov ﬁghter myself,
I can assume that Andrey Biletsky may someday also have his own
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political project. I think it is something the Azov has long deserved,
with such a respectable man as its leader,” Petrenko told Glavkom on
January 27, 2016. “For me, no one else is able to become not only an efﬁcient manager or president, but a father of our nation. Such project
is now in preparation.” Then the Verkhovna Rada deputy, representing
Peter Poroshenko bloc, conﬁrmed he would “deﬁnitely” take part in the
new far-right political project253.
It is worth noting that after Vladislav Pustovar, Cherkassy oblast
main national police department chief, was arrested on March 28 on
charges of bribery, Petrenko said he was ready to launch a campaign in
his defence254. Earlier, the media said that Pustovar was doing extremely
well during Avakov’s term in office255.
We need to mention that Petrenko who sported his Azov membership
in public was in high demand at the highest level of power in the country. Let’s give one characteristic example. On April 23, 2016, President
Poroshenko claimed that “in the times of a hybrid war, when Ukraine
has to oppose the armed aggression of its neighbor state, our enemies
are trying to exploit the religious component for their purposes,” and
“it would be inacceptable to let another state meddle into these processes.” Later he speciﬁed that he was speaking of the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church (Moscow Patriarchate)256. On day earlier, a group of Verkhovna
Rada deputies, with Petrenko’s name standing the ﬁrst on the group’s
list, introduced for consideration a discriminatory bill “On the special
status of religious organizations with headquarters located in states
recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as aggressor states”257.
A member of the Verkhovna Rada, Biletsky soon became deputy
head of the National Security and Defense Committee. However, he
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missed almost all plenary meetings (was present at 3 out of 104 during
the year258). I don’t think I can do much there, I’m only a deputy on a
majoritary basis, they don’t even have time to give me the ﬂoor,” he
admitted259. Both in the parliament, on the front and inside the internal
forces structures, neo-Nazis took a sort of subordinate position to the
Ukrainian power circles, without no room for self-initiative.
It was already at that time that Biletsky shared his plans of creating another renewed far-right organization. “We have plans to create a
mass youth movement,” he told the Focus on October 23, 2014. “This is
going to be a non-political project of the right movement in Ukraine.
As the Azov battalion has long outgrown Patriot of Ukraine, this new
movement will outgrow the Azov260.”
The project was implemented without much publicity. “In fact,
Patriot of Ukraine stopped its activities because I do not see myself as
a leader of a political organization in a country at war,” Biletsky said in
December 2014261. In reality, there was a new organization emerging on
the basis of the old one. That new organization was the Civil Corps of
the Azov (formerly called the Public Corps).
The fact of establishing such a organization was mentioned, arguably for the ﬁrst time, in connection with the town in Ivano-Frankovsk:
the decision of turning a recruiting center into the Civil Corps of the
Azov was made at the meeting of the Social-National Assembly/Patriot
of Ukraine department. It was the initiative of Oleg Ondorozhenko, the
deputy commander of what was then the Azov battalion on August 2,
2014. The Public Corps shall act as part of Patriot of Ukraine, IvanoFrankovsk oblast public organization.262 Here we see the initial name
that cannot be found at other departments. At the same time, the other
departments were established a lot later.
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Interestingly enough, a group in the VKontakte social media which is
called “Civil Corps Azov—Ivano-Frankovsk” was used in 2013: apparently,
the group belonged to Patriot of Ukraine Ivano-Frankovsk and helped arrange meetings in this social media as part of the preparations before a
march,devoted to the SS Galitchina division anniversary263.The photos from
the event, published in the local media, include Patriot of Ukraine members
with their organization’s armbands and banners, as well as a giant ‘Patriot
of Ukraine’ banner featuring a wolfsangel and a stylized Nazi eagle264.
There are reports in Cherkassy media, saying that the Civil Corps
was in this part of the country as early as in January 2015. “Supply
the soldiers with everything that is necessary,” that was, accoriding to
them, their objective they described to journalists. “Another objective
which is nonetheless important is keeping public order265.” As part of
the latter task, starting from the end of May 2015, nationalists dressed
in Azov uniform were patrolling the park, the public garden and “other
places of mass gathering” in Cherkassy, searching for those whom they
found suspicious. These patrols obtained legal consent of the interior
ministry266. Moreover, the members of the Civil Crops of the Azov were
active at Cherkassy schools, teaching weapon skills. By May 2015, such
lessons had been carried out in 13 of 33267 secondary schools of the city268.
On March 28, 2015, Radio Liberty published a coverage of the Civil
Corps drills in Kiev, with a comment that “civilians are trained and instructed by the Azov [ﬁghters]”269. The ﬁrst public event featuring new
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Civil Corps ﬂags took place in Kiev on April 26, 2015. This name had not
been used before. However, since December 24, 2014 the ﬁghters had
been teaching ideological “lessons of courage” in public schools within
Biletsky’s constituency270. Moreover, since February 16, 2015, there had
also been lessons of weapon skills with Kalashnikovs271. On February
16, 2015, the ﬁrst public drill for Obolon district residents took place as
part of the Azov program272. On May 12, 2015, under the patronage of the
Azov Civil Corps, a war game for the young took place, named “Dzhura”,
featuring Azov ﬂags and emblems. There were 10 schools taking part in
the event that took place in an urban forest in Kiev; schoolchildren were
taught to assemble and disassemble the riﬂe, team military games were
played using weapons, with Azov ﬁghters as instructors.273
At the same time, the activities of the Civil Corps in Odessa were
revealed. In earlier times, this city had housed one of the biggest subsidiaries of the Social-National Assembly. On May 17, 2015, the third civil
drill took place in the Odessa department of the Azov Civil Corps, with
missions including ﬁeld ﬁring, tactical movements within minor units,
setting and neutralizing ambushes, ﬁrst-aid treatment of projectile
wounds274. The media refers to a following Facebook group as its source:
https://www.facebook.com/patriot.od , which is now unavailable, but
judging from the address, the social media page may belong to Patriot
of Ukraine Odessa.
On April 21, 2015, another department of the organization was created in Volyn oblast. “The main city of the region now has a new volunteer movement, the Civil Corps of the Azov regiment — Volyn, comprising 40 volunteers and provides Azov ﬁghters with everything that
is necessary. Volyn Post got this piece of information fromone of the
leaders of Volyn Civil Corps, Alexander Dmitruk. According to him, the
Civil Corps of the Azov is functioning in all regional centers of Ukraine.
He recently started working in Lutsk. Alexander told that before the
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revolution, Volyn used to be home to a society named the Black Bloc.
In April and May [of 2014], members of the Black Bloc joined the Azov
volunteer battalion, thus becoming part of the process of establishing
a regional Civil Corps in Volyn275.
Another Civil Corps subsidiary in Kremenchug, Poltava Oblast,
presented December 30, 2015, also had a predecessor. It was an apparently nationalist organization (judging from the ﬂag of the Ukrainian
Insurgent Army on its emblem) named Patriot.Kremenchug, active
since early September 2015. It used to teach military strategy and skills
to young residents with corresponding political views276.
There was also an Azov Civil Corps in Uzhgorod, where he was presented on August 28, 2015, as part of a nationalist movement Karpatska
Sich active in Transcarpathia since 2010. The movement’s leader, Taras
Deyak, became Azov’s Transcarpathia Civil Corps chief of staff277.
“Despite his young age (he was only 23), he belongs to a cohort of
those who created the Right Sector on Maidan in 2013. Starting from
August 2014, he was a commander of a combat unit in the village of
Peski close to Donetsk airport, attached to the assault company of the
Volunteer Ukrainian Corps [of the Right Sector],” journalists reported
about him in 2016. “His record later included the M[ariupol] sector, with
the village of Yurovka as his place of deployment from December 2014
to February 2015 (an integrated subversive and reconnaissance group
made of Karpatska Sich special ops unit and Lviv Skins). Starting from
May 2015, they were attached to the Aidar battalion (located in the
village of Schastye). The unit was legalized as part of the special ops
Donbass battalion. Now Karpatska Sich is a special ops company of the
National Guard of Ukraine. Back in Transcarpathia, Taras Deyak is once
again engaged in patriotic public performances278.
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In Dnepropetrovsk, the Civil Corps of the Azov was presented December 5, 2015, its backbone being former battalion ﬁghers279.
Apparently, no structures of Patriot of Ukraine and Social-National
Assembly had earlier existed in this region.
As we may see, the Civil Corps of the Azov was built on the basis both
the former Patriot of Ukraine and Social-National Assembly structures
and the former Azov ﬁghters who were residents in the areas, as well
as through mergers with rightwing groups. Some of them joined Azov
as early as in 2014; others were involved in Biletsky’s sphere of inﬂuence some time later. Biletsky spokesmen say that by the spring of
2015, the structure of the movement had covered the whole of Ukraine.
Indeed, the Ukrainian media reported that there was an active department of the Civil Corps in Kharkov in May 2015280, In Maruipol
in June281, in Vinnitsa in July (it was speciﬁed that the latter department had been created “in the beginning of the summer”)282 and so
on. “In Transcarpathia, we are entering the ﬁnal stage of building our
all-Ukrainian movement, all other regions have already accomplished
the process,” Mikhail Didych, head of the Azov Civil Corps Uzhgorod
department said on August 28, 2015 in an inauguration ceremony283.
The official map of Civil Corps departments, published September 2015,
features subsidiaries in all regions except for Sumy and Kirovograd
Oblasts284. It was only on March 13, 2016 that the local Civil Corps was
presented in Kirovograd, although on December 20, 2015 around 100
activists marched through the streets of a town of Aleksandria located
in that region, carrying their ﬂags and signs285. A Civil Corps in Sumy
279
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was officially presented on March 27, 2016286, although it was active at
least starting from February287.
On July 23, 2015, Rada Deputy Oleg Petrenko posted on Facebook about
the new ‘school of natiocracy’ in the Carpathians: “The elementary course
includes ideological training, political education, leadership skills development and other lectures related to the Civil Corps activities. There are
athletic instructors who do a training twice a day. There are 120 activists,
volunteers and ATO veterans from all over Ukraine taking part in the program. One lecture at the School of Natiocracy was also read by the Azov
leader, Andrey Biletsky. [The official Azov video regarding the School of
Natiocracy says that one of its teachers had been Oleg Odnorozhenko288.]
This drill will allow patriots to continue their public work and the implementation of the civil initiatives that Azov members started289.
However, while those things were happening, the Azov Civil Corps
did not have a formal status. It was neither registered as a public organization nor even presented in public.
On July 28, 2015, Azov ﬁghters were ﬁrst barred from guarding the
front line near Mariupol and drawn off to rear bases. “They are leaving,” Andrey Tsapliyenko, a reporter for the Ukrainian “1+1” channel
wrote from the frontline. “The volunteers who liberated Shirokino from
the insurgents in February and then held the line on the heights by
the sea during several months have just left the village. The Donbass
battalion with a Right Sector company on one hand, and the Azov on
the other, used to control villages of Domiki and Mayak alternately,
holding back the enemy outside Mariupol, not letting him in. Today,
for the ﬁrst time since February, the Azov did not come to replace the
Donbass. Marines took the checkpoints and positions the volunteers
were previously holding290.
After it was obvious that the change was for long, Biletsky arranged
an official presentation of the Civil Corps. It took place on August 25,
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2015 года in Mariupol, where the bases of the Azov regiment are located.
“If we build a large-scale movement in Mariupol, this will mean it will
serve as an example from Kharkov, Odessa, Crimea to Transcarpathia.
This will be an example the whole of Ukraine should follow,” Biletsky
decleared at the presentation ceremony291. On August 26, 2015, the movement was inaugurated in Kharkov and then, as was mentioned above,
it ripped through the whole of Ukraine.
Judging from multiple publications in social media and regional
websites of Ukraine, the Civil Corps emphasizes youth programs, attracting not only the far-right subculture that makes its backbone, but
also schoolchildren. The activists of the Corps come to schools to read
lectures, give lessons of what was the preliminary military training of
youth in Soviet times, arrange outdoor training camps on a regular basis292.There were cases of opening commemorative plates at schools and
organizing lineups to honor the deceased Azov members293. Lectures by
Azov activists and demonstration of movies glorifying the regiment
took place in several big cities’ libraries294.
Residents are invited to take part in friendly football games with
Azov ﬁghters295. Sometimes they also organize public exercises aimed
at demonstrating the ﬁghters’ physical strength296.
They also create a sport and recreation infrastructure, free-of-charge
and therefore attractive for the locals. On September 25, 2015, the Azov
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Civil Corps presented a judo school in Mariupol, which on the very
ﬁrst day enrolled around 50 enthusiastic children. There are Civil Corps
banners over the school and in its gyms297. In Kharkov, the Azov Civil
Corps opened three gyms in the beginning of April 2016 (for 100 persons each, in average), where instructors and trainers from the Azov
and the Eastern Corps teach everyone martial arts and knife ﬁghting298. However, the lessons are only free for the members of the Azov
youth movement, which serves as an incentive for many of the young
people to join the corps. “We are planning new gyms all over the town,”
Shiryayev, head of the Civil Corps in Kharkov said. Judging from photos,
even younger schoolboys attend the training in Kharkov gyms299. For
them, the Civil Corps also organizes special outdoor training in different formats, such as games300, or learning foreign languages301, or
something else.
Therefore, a neo-Nazi movement gives a free attractive variant of
cultural entertainment and physical activity to citizens of the country, where it is not available to ordinary people. It also gives its own
variant of Komsomol. Organizations of this type conduct ideological
indoctrination of the youth during these events that is very dangerous.
A new Ukrainian generation may have a mass infection of neo-Nazism
and a racism virus. Especially, as the Azov openly uses the vocabulary,
symbols and rituals of the Third Reich. For example, his was the origin
of a solemn ritual that is called a “roll-call of the dead”.
“The Nazi party celebrated a memorable day of the fallen heroes on
November 8, on the day of the beginning of the Beer Hall Putsch. All the
ceremonies took place in Munich, the capital of the movement,” Oleg
Plenkov, a famous Russian historian who studies Nazism, writes. “The
concluding part of the ceremony was very spectacular. It was called
“the last roll-call”. The organizer of the ceremony called the names of
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the dead party activists one by one, and the columns answered with
the necessary ceremonial phrase “Here!”302
The Azov members had the same ceremony at Mariupol, as journalists found out on October 22, 2015. “Around 100 volunteers were lined
up on the football ground. The torchlight procession started from there.
One thousand ﬁghters moved in Urzuf carrying standards with a symbol of the regiment and state ﬂags of Ukraine. Modern and historical
music played. The procession stopped at the regiment’s basis, where
commemorative token was built to the memory of the killed Azov members. It was a burial mound with three swords stabbed into it. 33 Azov
members were standing in front of him. They symbolized 33 people
killed. Each of them had a shield with a pseudo [call sign] of the dead
written in a runic type… The culmination of the mystery came after
solemn speeches. A pseudo of the killed was said, and one of the ﬁghters put up a shield on which it was written… and said “Here!”… At the
end of the ceremony Andrey Biletsky explained, “It was a “roll-call of
the dead” which has a sacral meaning…” October 22 may become a
memorable day devoted to all members of the Azov who were killed.303
The same ritual was held on April 23, 2016, in Cherkassy during torchlight procession, for which the local department of the Azov Civil Corps
gathered 1 thousand people. The participants of the torchlight procession called the roll of the personnel. After a name of a Cherkassy citizen
who was killed in Donbass was said, the gathered people said “Here!”304
Music concerts are another way of promoting Nazism. М8L8TХ, a
neo-Nazi Russian band, had a concert in Kiev on October 18, 2015, under the aegis of the Azov. Aleksey Lyovkin, a vocalist and ideologist had
spent 6 years in prison for participating in a skinhead group that had
committed a series of murders because of national hate305. The band
sang The Flag on High that is a hymn of the SA, and also their own songs
devoted to the topic of racism and neo-Nazism. Here is, for example, a
text of the song written by a band Slyozy oseni (Tears of Autumn) from
album Cherny Marsh (Black March) (2013), which gloriﬁes SS tank division Totenkopf under the command of Theodor Eicke and its achievements in killing the Jews (“people of kabbala”) in death camps.
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From the law of force on enemy’s bones
You are used to own the life space.
There is a glow from the ﬂame-thrower in blue eyes
Of the Viking’s brother, Knight-Storm Trooper.
You are a soldier of the leader, and it is your time.
Steel is hardened in a series of attacks.
Through the hail of shells goes to the East
Theodor Eicke’s tank ﬁst!
Blood with earth — by a Dead Head.
Enemies’ skulls are pressed into dirt.
Kabbala’s kids are behind others’ backs.
Their future is ovens and death camps.

A video was shown on a big screen behind the musicians during the
concert for the Azov members. They saw diving German storm trooper,
shooting tanks decorated with runes and German crosses, a video of SS
marches including the ﬁghters of their Eastern parts who then were
changed by images of wolves and werewolves.307 The audience put up
the right hand as Nazis did.
In winter, the growing neo-Nazi movement organized a torchlight
procession. 5 000 people came from the whole Ukraine to participate
in it under the Azov’s ﬂags and its Civil Corps on December 20, 2015.308
It is necessary to remind that there are less than 2 000 people in the
military part that is under Biletsky command. It means that in one
year the Azov Civil Corps attracted not less than 3 000 activists. Its
participants regularly organize pickets in different cities of the country.
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A dead man bares his teeth from a tank,
Runes on the buttonholes are shining with silver!
In the Rage of Fights, in the Flame of Hearts
White Dawn will ﬂare up again!306
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These marches gather several hundred people309 (including torchlight
processions that neo-Nazis like so much310, motor races311 and so on).
They also actively win over the veterans of military action. “Six
months ago the Azov commanders focused on working on veterans
from other voluntary units, such as Donbass, Dnepr, Tornado, DUK PS
and Aydara,” Alexander Sibirtsev, a journalist who was well informed
about the feelings of the right radicals, wrote in September 2016312.
Roman Zvarich, a head of the headquarters of the Azov Civil Corps,
is especially interesting. Unlike Biletsky and his militant neo-Nazis
who were necessary in big politics only in 2014, Zvarich represents the
Ukrainian Establishment. As he said in one of the interviews, “I “served
my time” for 15 years in this Parliament and twice in a ministry.”313
Zvarich became a deputy of the Verkhovna Rada in 1998 from the People's
Movement of Ukraine, reelected from the Our Ukraine Party in 2002,
once again became a member of Parliament from the Our Ukraine—
People's Self-Defense Bloc in 2006. He was a president deputy in the
Our Ukraine—People's Self-Defense Bloc parliamentary group during
his third term. In 2004, he consulted Viktor Yushchenko on legal questions when the Supreme Court questioned the results of the presidential
election. He became a Minister of Justice after Yushchenko had won
309
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the presidential election in February 2005 (he resigned with the whole
government in September 2005). He became a Minister of Justice again
in August 2006 and held this post until the governing coalition broke up
in November 2006. Then he became a representative of Yushchenko in
the Verkhovna Rada314. “Though Roman Zvarich have lived in Ukraine for
more than 15 years, people treat this politician and high-ranking official
with suspicion,” Fakti i kommentariyi newspaper wrote in 2005. “Yes,
he is Ukrainian, but he came from the USA. The circumstance causes
a lot of rumors, and the most popular one is that Roman Zvarich is an
agent of the “world capitalism” and CIA in Ukraine.” Zvarich himself
shared interesting information about his origin that shows old relations
of his family with nationalists and Western special services. “After the
war my father was in Ukrainian refugee camp in Germany, where he
joined the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. The British special
services prepared him for being a liaison.They planned to send him with
a parachute group on the territory of Ukraine. However, the operation
was cancelled at the last moment. He does not know the reason… In
1949 my father decided to immigrate to the USA.” Roman Zvarich went
to Columbian University in 1969. “I chose the Soviet Union as the area
where I wanted to work… Professor Brzezinski who already was one of
the main experts in the USSR, was interested in me… CIA was not.” At
the beginning of 1980s, he graduated and “left the science and worked in
Munich in Zeppelinstrasse 67 as a personal secretary of Yaroslav Stetsko,
a head of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. I was responsible
for international relations, but there was also an absolutely closed secret
direction — the so called regional direction.”315 An executive office of
the connection with the region is a connection with OUN agents and
saboteurs who lived on the Soviet territory. This function was closely
connected with the activity of Western special services.
In 1986 Yaroslav Stetsko, an ex-leader of the Ukrainian government
in the time of Nazis (1941), died, and Yaroslava, his widow, became a head
of OUN. Zvarich was her secretary and worked very actively. In 1992, he
participated in a creation of the Congress of Ukrainian Nationalists by
Stetsko, that joined Our Ukraine in 2002. Therefore, this man was at
the turn of the relations of the oldest Nazi organizations (its ﬁghting
and subversive wing), Western special services and pro-Western part of
the Ukrainian Establishment embodied by Viktor Yushchenko in 2000s.
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Zvarich joined the Azov on July 23, 2014316. We do not know if this
61-year old politician participated in military action. However, though
street militant right radicals are alien to him, he has key positions in
their activity. He run Biletsky election team in autumn 2014317. “Now
I can speak about it. I and our Georgian blood brother from the Azov
organized a school of officers last summer,” Zvarich said on March 18,
2016. Our teachers were four American ex-officers and one Canadian
woman, a major of logistics. 32 Azov officers ﬁnished our school. They
are ready to fulﬁll technical schemes on the procedures used in NATO
countries, and they know them better than our generals do. Now we
have constructed a new troop staff in the Azov according to NATO standards. I think it is the only one in the system of our armed forces.”318
Svetlana, Zvarich’s wife, is called a head of a supervisory board of the
Charitable Foundation of Educational Innovations in April 2015, “that
officially works the Azov and provides everything necessary for him.”319
Zvarich’s program interview for the Vostochny farvater Internet edition published on March 16, 2016, has a very important part. A journalist
asked him a leading question, “We have a feeling that the condition of the
so-called elites does not correlate with the condition of the society.Ideas of
the creation of parties “from below” are in the air. Do you think it will happen now?” Zvarich answered, “I think yes and I’m waiting for it a lot… I am
inspired by a new generation who grew up at the Euromaidan barricades.
I hope that this youth will not be spoiled. It is also very important that
the old political generation resign in time. They can stay as consultants
and assistants. It is more important to grow up new competent Ukrainian
leaders than to preach every day in the Verkhovna Rada.”
Zvarich also said, “If we want to defend our right to exist, we need to
consolidate the nation, to mobilize all the resources and to be tempered
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for a full-scale war. We need daily conscious politics with correlated rhetoric that makes all Ukrainians think how they can defend their nation
and their saint earth. I will tell you more: it will be an experiment to overcome the consequences of the moral castration of Ukrainian nation.”320
“Ukraine and its leaders have to create a cult of a Warrior, a cult of
Ukrainian troops, a cult of a Hero… The nation must be “armed” with
a deep understanding of danger that will cause a sense of duty toward
the past, current and future generations,” he wrote in Zerkalo nedeli
on April 10, 2015.”321
We see a typical militaristic (as Zvarich admits) ideology close to a
Nazi one. To implement it Zvarich (those who stand behind him, to put
it more accurately) has to bring to power right radicals, a new, young
and angry force, to whom the old Ukrainian government must give their
place. To calm down the readers Zvarich emphasizes on purpose in his
interview to Vostochny farvater that he “does not see objective causes
to think” that “the country will see a military turnover or several of
them, that it will be burst into pieces by armed radicals.”322 It means
they will seize the power in a peaceful way, by an election. In the same
way, Nazis came to power in Germany.
It is interesting that, as The Nation said on January 14, 2016, in the
middle of December 2015, United States Congress under pressure of
the Pentagon lifted a ban on teaching and ﬁnancing the Azov with the
money of American taxpayers, put by it in Luly 2015.323 We can easily see
a connection between this decision and the activity of the Azov Civil
Corps led by Zvarich that is based on the military unit led by Biletsky.
“As the sources of Strana say, Zvarich plays on practice a role… of
“a messenger” with ideologically related “sponsors” from abroad,”
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Alexander Sibirtsev, a journalist of the Ukrainian Strana edition wrote
in autumn 2016.324
Young Azov activists of the Civil Corps are already famous by beating two black people on October 20, 2015, who came to the tribunes of
the Dinamo stadium during the match between FK Dinamo (Kiev) and
Chelsi. Journalists recognized among participants of the beating two
coordinators of the Azov Civil Corps in Kiev — Serhei Filimonov and
one more, whose name we do not know — and Vladislav Oliynyk, junior
lieutenant of the Azov and Biletsky assistant, and an ex-member of Azov
nicknamed Painter. Filimonov and Painter have swastika tattooed on
their breast, and the unknown coordinator of the Azov Civil Corps was
photographed at one of the matches in a t-shirt with an image of this
symbol. All participants of the Lynch law are participants of Rodichi,
a famous ultra-right group of Dinamo fans325. The Ukrainian department of Human Rights gave the same information326. Neither police,
nor their bosses punished them. On March 17, 2016, the members of the
Azov Civil Corps led by Filimonov attacked a picket of the Progressive
Socialistic Party of Ukraine. Its members were mostly aged people.Then
they downloaded a video of what they had done to the Internet327. Two
neo-Nazis knocked an old man of his feet and beat him with their feet.
In particular, he was beaten in his head personally by Filimonov.328
Therefore, we can say that the right radicals have a great “will to ﬁght”
that Zvarich wanted in April 2015. The same concerns the “will for
power” declared by a leader of the Civil Corps.329
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Filimonov also distinguished himself at the front. “I went to the
East at the beginning of war. I was a member of the so called “black
people” who then became a basis of the Azov battalion,” he says in
the interview published by Depo.ua on June 27, 2015. We do not know
exactly how long he was a member of the battalion. He did not say
anything about the end of his service in the interview, and the preface
says that he is “a fan who ﬁghts for Ukraine in ATO.” In the same interview Filimonov said that “fans come to war not because of war, but
because of their political views based on nationalism.” To put it more
precisely neo-Nazism. He said that as an activist he had “grown up in
an organization” C14 that uses international racist slang (“14 words”
about protection of “our race and our white children”) and a Celtic
cross. He thinks that his opponents are liberals and “neo-sovoks” (a
disdainful name of those who support nationalistic ideology). “Time
for a new revolution will come, and I will support it,” said Filimonov.
“In Ukraine nationalists ﬁght, but the leaders are liberals and “neosovoks”. Ukraine will become a powerful country, but only with nationalist power.” Right radicals say openly that in their opinion the power
in Ukraine is “temporal”330.
“The Azov Civil Corps is a paramilitary organization. All people
are divided into tens and hundreds,” Sibirtsev quotes a source in the
organization. “They have collective responsibility. Everyone knows
and is responsible for each other. They have stern discipline. If a commander says that you must come at eight in the morning all set, you
must come promptly on time and to be equipped according to a set
task. For example, to have balaclava, helmet, respirator and something
from available weapon — bludgeon or stick. You must also be ready
to impeccably obey the orders of the commander of the ten and not
to ask questions.”331 Biletsky’s political machine has quite a lot of
members. The author of this book analyzed a number of participants
in Azov mass-meetings in one of the articles in July 2016 and came to
a conclusion that “according to a number of people who participated
in marches in Mariupol and Kiev since 2015, total resources of the
rear organization together with the ﬁghters were around 5 000 people
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(the Azov itself had about 2 000 soldiers).”332 Sibirtsev gave the same
numbers in September 2016 (according the Azov’s data), “A year after it
was founded the Azov Civil Corps has twice as many members as the
regiment itself — about 3 000 “ﬁghetrs” in the whole Ukraine. Here
we mean “active” members of CC who will go to any city to participate
in an action on the ﬁrst call.”333
“In future we will also create our own political party, and it is the
ﬁrst time that I will say it publicly,” Zvarich said on August 25, 2015 in
Kharkov at the presentation of the Azov Civil Corps.334 He said the same
in his interview with Lb.ua on December 2, 2015. “When this movement
gets the features of the party, the name will be different. Azov is not
the best variant for a national party. When we build “mainstream” in
all spheres, create a good basis of activists and formulate a universal
Program and a Conception of country development (it should not be
profanation), then we can think about a party.” Regarding the terms
Biletsky said, “Maybe it will take us 3–5 months.”335 By this time he possibly knew insider information that Oleg Petrenki reveals in January
2016, “Early elections [to Verkhovna Rada] are planned for autumn
[2016]”.336 Some ruling parties such as People's Front fully lost support
of the population, Right Sector that monopolized social and political
representatives of nationalists had also a split. “In Ukraine the right
had great opportunities for a start, but they lost prestige, authority and
political inﬂuence. They are degrading before our very eyes. The situation in RS is one more signal,” Biletsky said. The right position must
be represented in Ukraine… Nowadays right ideas are a trend even in
Europe. Not only a trend, but a locomotive that rapidly gains speed.”337
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He again speaks about a plan to create a right radical party that will
“come to power”.
A new power called National Corps was presented on October 14
(on the anniversary of creation of the Ukrainian insurgent army that
right radicals celebrate with marches since 2005) 2016 in a House of
Teachers in Kiev. Journalists immediately paid attention to the fact
that here People's Front had been presented in 2014 that invited not
only Avakov, but also Biletsky. The new party’s name also reminded of
the pro-American “party of hawks” of Yatsenyuk and Turchinov who
had fully lost support of the electorate.
However, it is of course a more radical right force. It is enough to
say that at the constituent assembly of the National Corps Arseny
Klimachev, a soloist of neo-Nazi band Sokira Peruna, was sitting in the
ﬁrst row. He is a cult ﬁgure for Ukrainian skinheads and right fans and
was one of the leaders of the Right Sector Party in 2014–2015.338
Thanks to such support, a new party continues to form its structures
locally. It moves from regional centers to all towns. “At the beginning I
would like to have 10–15 reliable people in every city,” Vladislav Kirillov,
a leader of the National Corps in Lugansk region, said to Vchasno on
December 4, 2016.339
We can also add that Biletsky knows not by hearsay how popular
people with the same ideas are in Europe. As it was said before, the
Azov has a member of the ultra-right Party of Swedes whose name
is Mikael Skillt and several more militant racists from Sweden. “We
have contacts with patriots from Norway. They support and help us,
and maybe they will become volunteers in the Azov battalion,” Oleg
Odnorozhenko, a commander deputy for ideology, said to the journalists of the Norwegian channel TV2 Norge. Norwegian TV showed this
material on September 3, 2014, and caused a huge scandal as it showed
Azov members in helmets with swastika and SS symbols drawn on
them.340 On December 24, 2014, Igor Zagrebalny published in his blog a
picture of Francesco Fontana in a shirt with a stripe “Black Corps” and
an unknown man in a t-shirt with Azov symbols at the conference of
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nationalists in France.341 Fontana participated in a March of a White
Man held by neo-Nazis in British Manchester on March 21, 2015342, and
gave a speech at the conference in memory of John Tyndall, a founder
of National Front, held in British Preston on October 10, 2015, that gathered ex- and current British right radical leaders. British right radical
web site Heritage and Destiny published a report about this conference
where Fontana was called a member of Ukrainian ultra-right.343
On February 26, 2016, Echo of Dortmund web site that cooperates
very closely with the neo-Nazi German Right party said, “Eighty people
came to the meeting in Dortmund on Friday (February 26, 2016), where
some members of the Ukrainian voluntary Azov battalion shared their
experience of political and military achievements in their country.” The
German right radical said that it was quite urgent for them because
“since the end of World War II we have never felt more a formation of
national and socialistic government than during the days of chaos in
Kiev in February 2014, where despite a language barrier many nationalists from different countries came to serve the goal of a national and
socialistic revolution.” Then it was mentioned that many foreign volunteers fought as members of the Azov344. Fontana said the same in his
interview with La Stampa on September 15, 2014, (he was called Stan in
the article — it was one of his nicknames) and explained why he went
to ﬁght in Donbass and joined the Azov though he was not young any
more, “I have always dreamt to participate in real patriotic revolution.
It is my last opportunity to do it. How could I afford wasting it?”345
On December 8, 2016, Brazil Zero Hora and on January 10, 2017 The
Financial Times said that the Brazilian police searched neo-Nazis’
341
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houses in Rio Grande do Sul that is situated in the south of the country. “When Paulo Cezar Jardin started raids to the houses of assumed
neo-Nazis in the south state Rio Grande do Sul, he saw a strange picture,” the British newspaper said. “A buzzing neo-Nazi movement, a
secret world of fans of swastika, propaganda of hate and street violence
were recruited by right extremists from Ukraine to ﬁght pro-Russian
rebels.”346 “The investigation conﬁrmed that the armed movement is
connected with the Azov regiment, neo-Nazi militants who ﬁght in the
Eastern Europe,” Zero Hora says. “Jardin found out that the members
of this group recruited young followers of Hitler from gaucho… The
investigator suspected that at least 5 people [from local right radicals]
had already visited Europe.”
“As Paulo Cezar Jardin says, an Italian member of Misanthropic
Division (an international national socialistic group that already has a
branch in Brazil) have been travelling to the cities in the whole country for at least 10 months and recruiting the youth for participation
in the civil war in Ukraine,” the Brazil edition says347. You can easily
recognized Francesco Fontana mentioned above who after his service
in the Azov positioned his connection with Misanthropic Division and
close neo-Nazi groups in Western Europe aimed at street violence.348
As we can see, the Azov is perceived by Western right radicals as
a combat step-detachment of their international brotherhood, as a
revived brotherhood of European SS that existed during World War
II. Earlier Ukrainians gained experience from their Western neo-Nazi
colleagues who saw in the Ukrainian events an opportunity to start a
“racial war”. Nowadays Azov members play a role of “elder brothers”
who are ready to share their experience in military action and forming
of a powerful legal ultra-right movement. It means that the actions of
Ukrainian neo-Nazis are important on the European level, because the
fact that Hitler’s followers are so powerful here and may take a control
can provoke the same processes in other European countries.
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